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ABSTRACT 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

The present work analyzes one of the alternatives for the rehabilitation of the roads, 

by cold recycled mixtures with emulsion. Moreover, it is proposed the realization of 

the new mixture from 100% recycled pavement material, which means an advance 

to achieve the most sustainable management of the roads, at the same time that it 

poses a significant challenge to be able to achieve high performance.   

In the first stage of this thesis it was studied the compaction energy suitable for 

different laboratory specimens, as well as the influence of different types of emulsion 

and cement content on the behavior of the recycled mixture with 100% RAP. 

Compaction is a subject that has not been thoroughly studied and that requires new 

efforts from researchers to have a better understanding of cold mixtures. For this 

reason, it was decided to evaluate the influence of the compaction method in the 

design of cold recycled mixtures with emulsion considering the compaction with the 

modified Proctor test and the gyratory compaction according to Spanish regulations. 

The objective was to elaborate a comparative study in a series of working formulas 

that were compacted by both methods. The comparison was carried out in terms of 

density and air voids.  

The next step has been the development of a design methodology with the aim of 

simplifying the choice of the best mixture formula. The idea is to obtain a Global 

Performance Index (GPI) that allows us to systematically evaluate each mixture. For 

this purpose, the tests of the following properties have been chosen, which combine 

both volumetric and mechanical parameters: Air void content, indirect tensile stress 

(ITS), water sensitivity (ITSR), wheel tracking, stiffness modulus and fatigue life.  

Parallel to these works, an evaluation system of each property based on 

performance graphs has been developed. From the results obtained in the 

laboratory, each property has been evaluated to obtain the respective performance 

index. Once the results of all the indexes were obtained, the evaluation of each 

mixture was carried out through the Global Performance Index (GPI).  

The proposed indexes are sensitive to changes, so the GPI varies depending on the 

job mix formula analyzed. The method considers multiple parameters of the mixture 

that are simplified with the methodology in a single value (GPI) which guarantees 

that the choice of a mixture is based on technical and quantitative criteria. The 

Global Performance Index can be used not only to compare variations of a job mix 

formula, but also to compare the results of several gradations, emulsions, etc. 
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Finally, the last stage of this research aimed to evaluate the effect of adding different 

percentage of Slag in a Cold-Recycling mixture on the self-healing properties, and 

study the effects that temperature and recompaction give to the self-healing 

potential. For this reason, the study has been divided into 2 parts. The first one was 

a study of the heating of the mixtures designed with different percentages of slag, 

and the second one that studies the effects of the temperature and the energy of 

recompaction in the Healing Rate (HR). The results show that the increase of 

temperature and the increase of energy of compaction do not produce an increase 

in HR by itself, but a combination of them produces very promising results. 

Throughout the development of this thesis, it has been possible to obtain results 

that contribute to the improvement of the technique of cold recycling with emulsion, 

which seems to be a promising technique. The need to develop an alternative with 

fewer environmental impacts that offered technical advantages for the rehabilitation 

of damaged pavements was established. Initially, it was possible to confirm the lack 

of consensus in the research of this type of technologies, both from the point of view 

of mix design and standardization of procedures. This thesis has developed a 

methodology that seems promising for the optimization of this type of mixtures. In 

particular, it has been used to compare the proportions of materials for its design, 

but in the same way, it can be implemented for the comparison of mixtures of this 

type with materials of different origins. This is due to the fact that the evaluation 

parameters chosen are established to assess any mixture of this nature, providing 

a methodology that improves the optimization of cold recycled mixtures with 

emulsion. This technique can be used progressively and in this way contribute to 

improve   road pavements in a more efficient way when carried out in situ, with less 

environmental impact.
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El presente trabajo analiza una de las alternativas para la rehabilitación de las 

carreteras, mediante mezclas recicladas en frío con emulsión. Además, se propone 

la realización de la nueva mezcla a partir del 100% de pavimento reciclado, lo que 

significa un avance para lograr la gestión más sostenible de las carreteras, al mismo 

tiempo que plantea un desafío importante para poder lograr un alto rendimiento. 

En la primera etapa de esta tesis, se estudió la energía de compactación adecuada 

para diferentes muestras de laboratorio, así como la influencia de diferentes tipos 

de emulsión y contenido de cemento sobre el comportamiento de la mezcla 

reciclada con 100% de RAP. La compactación es un tema que no se ha estudiado 

a fondo y que requiere mayores esfuerzos por parte de los investigadores para 

comprender mejor las mezclas frías. Por tal motivo, se decidió evaluar la influencia 

del método de compactación en el diseño de mezclas recicladas en frío con 

emulsión mediante la compactación con el  Proctor modificado y la compactación 

giratoria según las regulaciones españolas. El objetivo fue elaborar un estudio 

comparativo de una serie de fórmulas de trabajo compactadas por ambos métodos. 

La comparación se realizó en términos de su densidad y contenido de huecos. 

El siguiente paso fue el desarrollo de una metodología de diseño con el objetivo de 

simplificar la elección de la mejor fórmula de mezcla. La idea es obtener un Índice 

de rendimiento global (GPI) que permita evaluar sistemáticamente cada mezcla. 

Para este propósito, se eligieron las pruebas de las siguientes propiedades, que 

combinan parámetros volumétricos y mecánicos: contenido de huecos en mezcla, 

resistencia a la tracción indirecta (ITS), sensibilidad al agua (ITSR), ahuellamiento, 

módulo de rigidez y vida útil a fatiga. Paralelamente a estos trabajos, se ha 

desarrollado un sistema de evaluación de cada propiedad basado en gráficos de 

rendimiento. De los resultados obtenidos en el laboratorio, cada propiedad ha sido 

evaluada para obtener el índice de desempeño respectivo. Una vez que se 

obtuvieron los resultados de todos los índices, la evaluación de cada mezcla se 

llevó a cabo a través del Índice de rendimiento global (GPI). Los índices propuestos 

son sensibles a los cambios, por lo que el GPI varía según la fórmula de la mezcla 

de trabajo analizada. El método considera múltiples parámetros de la mezcla que 

se simplifican con la metodología en un solo valor (GPI) que garantiza que la 

elección de una mezcla se basa en criterios técnicos y cuantitativos. El Índice de 

rendimiento global se puede usar no solo para comparar variaciones de una fórmula 
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de mezcla de trabajo, sino también para comparar los resultados de varias 

granulometrías, emulsiones, etc. 

Finalmente, la última etapa de esta investigación tuvo como objetivo evaluar el 

efecto de agregar diferentes porcentajes de escoria en una mezcla de reciclado en 

frío en las propiedades de auto-reparación, y estudiar los efectos que la 

temperatura y la recompactación dan al potencial de auto-reparación. Por tal motivo 

el estudio se ha dividido en 2 etapas. La primera fue un estudio del calentamiento 

de las mezclas diseñadas con diferentes porcentajes de escoria, y la segunda el 

estudio de los efectos de la temperatura y la energía de recompactación en la tasa 

de autorreparación (HR). Los resultados muestran que el aumento de la 

temperatura y el aumento de la energía de compactación no producen por sí solo 

un aumento del HR, pero una combinación de ellos produce resultados muy 

prometedores. 

A lo largo del desarrollo de esta tesis, ha sido posible obtener resultados que 

contribuyen a la mejora de la técnica de reciclaje en frío con emulsión, que parece 

ser una técnica prometedora. Se estableció la necesidad de desarrollar una 

alternativa con menos impactos ambientales que ofreciera ventajas técnicas para 

la rehabilitación de pavimentos dañados. Inicialmente se confirmó la falta de 

consenso en la investigación de este tipo de tecnologías, tanto desde el punto de 

vista del diseño, como la falta de estandarización de los procedimientos. Esta tesis 

ha desarrollado una metodología que parece prometedora para la optimización de 

este tipo de mezclas. En particular, se ha utilizado para comparar proporciones de 

materiales para su diseño, pero de la misma manera, se puede implementar para 

la comparación de mezclas de este tipo con materiales de diferentes orígenes. Esto 

debido a que los parámetros de evaluación elegidos se establecen para evaluar 

cualquier mezcla de esta naturaleza, proporcionando una metodología que mejora 

la optimización. Esta técnica se puede utilizar progresivamente y, de este modo, 

contribuir a mejorar los pavimentos de las carreteras de una manera más eficiente 

cuando se realiza in situ, con menos impacto ambiental.  
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1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

As global warming and air pollution gets worse, low carbon economy has 

become the focus of human development. However, energy conservation and 

emissions reduction in the field of pavement engineering plays a significant role 

in the low-carbon economy. [1] 

Due to the extensive use of minerals as raw materials, the construction 

industry is one of the largest material consumers, responsible for 24% of global 

material extractions. These activities are related to environmental impacts, such 

as damage to landscape and health, disruption of ecosystems and contamination 

of soil, water, and air. Thanks to an increased awareness of these problems, 

different policies were adopted, and research on this field was encouraged 

towards more sustainable construction techniques. In the last decades, there has 

been a growing interest in construction materials with low embodied energy, both 
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natural and unconventional construction materials, which help to reduce the 

exploitation rate of nonrenewable resources [2]. 

The road construction industry still represents one of the largest consumers 

of natural resources and raw materials. The recycled materials used in road 

construction are usually classified as [3] : 

 Industrial products: Steel fibres, slag from blast furnaces or fly ash. 

 Materials from the road, mainly reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) 

Asphalt mixtures are one of the most widely used construction materials in 

civil engineering. Depending on its temperature during mixing, it can be classified 

into three main types: hot, warm, and cold asphalt mix[4]. They are composite 

materials that mainly consist of asphalt as a binder, aggregate and voids. They 

have generally been used as a material for constructing flexible road pavements 

because of the excellent adhesion that exists between binder and aggregates. [5] 

This material tends to deteriorate during their service life due to traffic loads 

and the effects of the environment. Therefore, over time, deteriorated road 

surfaces require attention in the form of repairs, rehabilitation and conservation. 

When the pavement conditions are severely damaged, the solution is usually total 

reconstruction with hot mixes, which inevitably produces a large amount of 

reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) [6].  

Traditional asphalt pavement is a multi-layered structure, as can be seen in 

figure 1.1, with up to three layers of asphalt (surface, binder, and base) typically 

over one or two layers of unbound granular material and produced at high 

temperature, usually around 160ºC. 
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Fig. 1.1 Asphalt pavement structure [7] 

The high temperatures required to produce conventional hot mix asphalt (HMA) 

are achieved by the combustion of fossil fuels, involving high amounts of energy 

consumption and greenhouse emissions. Estimates of the energy use and CO2 

released to the atmosphere per ton of produced HMA are in the order of 300MJ 

and 28.8 kg, respectively. A conventional plant of hot asphalt mixture is presented 

in figure 1.2. 

 

Fig. 1.2 Hot asphalt mix plant[8] 
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However, the asphalt industry has made significant efforts to reduce its 

environmental impact. These efforts have focused on the development of 

mixtures produced with lower temperatures, such as warm and cold Mix Asphalt, 

and the use of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) in the production of mixtures 

[9]. Alternatively, different types of technology with reduced temperature have 

emerged in recent decades, which involve less energy consumption, less smoke 

and particulate emissions to the environment [10]. 

A large number of waste asphalt mixtures not only take up a lot of stockpiles 

but also pollute the environment. On the other hand, the lack of high quality raw 

aggregates seriously constrains the construction and maintenance in the 

pavement industry, which leads to resource and environmental problems [11]. To 

resolve the pollution of the environment, lack of raw materials and annual 

escalation of energy consumption, asphalt pavement recycling technology has 

obtained more considerable attention[12].  

Using recycled material compares favourably with the use of virgin 

aggregate and requires less transportation, spends less energy and consumes 

less non-renewable materials [13]. 

For that reason, the present work analyses one of the alternatives for the 

rehabilitation of the roads, by cold recycled mixtures with emulsion. Moreover, it 

is proposed the realisation of the new material from 100% recycled pavement 

material. This proposal means an advance to achieve the most sustainable 

management of the roads, at the same time that it poses a significant challenge 

to be able to achieve high performance.  

1.2 RECYCLING OF ASPHALT MIXTURE 

The recycling of waste from asphalt mixtures attracts more attention due to 

the scarcity of natural aggregate, the environmental aggression that supposes its 

extraction and the costs. The recycling of pavements is a technique by which this 

problem can be addressed, since the aggregates obtained from the milling of 

existing pavements (Figure 1.3) are used, keeping in that way the virgin 

aggregates and save an enormous amount of resources. It allows minimising the 

use of natural aggregates and hydrocarbon binders of petroleum origin, and 
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preventing the generation of waste and the occupation of landfills, thus reducing 

the need to transport these materials to and from the worksite [14]. 

 

Fig. 1.3 Milling of asphalt pavement.[15] 

There are mainly two methods to reuse reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP), 

hot recycling and cold recycling technologies. Hot recycling of asphalt mixture 

has excellent performance similar to that of ordinary asphalt mixture, but it needs 

reheating RAP and new aggregates. It will surely increase carbon and polluting 

gas emission. In addition, the ratio of RAP for hot recycling is usually between 20 

and 40%, and fine RAP is challenging to be incorporated into recycled mixture 

due to gradation control [11]. Figure 1.4 shows the classification of recycling 

techniques for asphalt mixtures that are commonly used. 
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Fig. 1.4 Classification diagram of recycling of asphalt mixtures 

Compared with hot recycling, cold recycling possesses a series of 

advantages such as construction at ambient temperature, no environmental 

pollution, RAP high-usage, and so on. [16] 

However, the RAP content added is typically limited by factors that affect 

the performance of the mixture, such as: temperatures of mixture production, the 

operative capacity of the asphalt plant, RAP variability, and problems associated 

with workability and compaction. Heating RAP to the same temperature as virgin 

aggregates is not recommended. [9] 

RAP plays an important role in determining the performance; different RAP 

proportions had a significant influence on the pavement performance and 

different RAP sources showed different low-temperature indirect tensile strengths 

[6]. Moreover, the mixtures produced using the moderately aged RAP displayed 

a considerable different pavement performance in comparison with the severely 

aged RAP [16]. 

1.2.1 Cold asphalt mixtures 

The care of energy and the development of sustainable roads has begun to 

be one of the critical issues in pavement engineering. Both from an economic and 

ecological point of view, cold recycling technology is much more beneficial than 

hot technology [17]. 
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In road pavement engineering, Cold Asphalt Mixtures (CAM) are a complex 

visco-elasto-plastic bituminous material, which is usually made by mixing cold 

aggregates with a cold recycling agent and water [2]. It can be produced at 

ambient temperatures and is used in roadway construction and maintenance [5].   

Cold recycling of RAP also comprises two methods, including emulsified 

asphalt and foamed asphalt [18]. The diagram of these two cold recycling 

technologies is shown in Figure 1.5. 

 

Fig. 1.5 Cold recycling diagram: a) with emulsion; b) with foamed bitumen[19] . 

Cold asphalt mixtures include as benefits reducing the production 

temperature requirement compared with traditional hot mixes, increasing 

flexibility and extending the workability time for transport and application, thus 

reducing the ageing of the binder during production [20]. 

Compared to other paving materials, CAM presents advantages in terms of 

costs, ecology, energy savings and health and safety for the workers. In addition, 

some good mechanical properties make CAM especially attractive for 

low/medium traffic roads, where the more inferior quality of the subgrades tends 

to produce higher deflections under traffic loads, becoming particularly crucial 

that asphalt layers adapt to such deformations without cracking. [21] 

Nowadays, cold asphalt mixtures are usually used in  base layer. It is prone 

to be used in upper layers with improved performance, which may bring 

remarkable economic and environmental benefits. However, cold asphalt mixture 
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using asphalt emulsion requires a better understanding of its dynamic mechanical 

properties before being successfully used in upper layers of roads. [11] 

Due to their remaining high air-void content once compacted, weak early 

life strength is displayed and long curing times are required to achieve optimal 

performance, for this reason, they have been traditionally considered inferior to 

hot mix asphalt (HMA) over recent decades. Thus, the use of CAM is still 

restricted in many cases to surface treatment and maintenance work on low 

trafficked roads and walkways [22] 

Many studies have been conducted to minimise these considerations and 

approximate hot asphalt mixtures performance levels, such as incorporating a 

certain amount of cement, as well as modified asphalt emulsions in the mixture. 

Cold asphalt mixtures are currently regaining their importance within the asphalt 

world market. Nevertheless, researchers and producers continue to improve 

these mixtures in an attempt to increase their competitiveness [23]. 

To develop the strength of CAM, the emulsion needs to break. This happens 

typically during mixing or compaction. To make CAM more competitive versus 

other kinds of roads materials, it is crucial to reduce the time for opening the road 

after construction. [21] 

CAM tend to be better in certain aspects, such as production and 

implementation costs, ecology and sustainability, safety and the health of workers 

and even regarding some mechanical properties (i.e. flexibility). Furthermore, day 

by day, new improvements come to light, which have already allowed producers 

to obtain high quality CAM, which in many cases are more suitable for specific 

applications than HMA. The production of CAM has been increasing in many 

countries over the last years. [24] 

Although cold asphalt mixture has been successfully applied, there are still 

some critical problems existing in this technology, which restricted its further 

application. [6] 

1.2.2 Cold in-place recycling 

Traditionally, cold recycling consists of two subcategories, i.e., cold in-place 

recycling (CIR) and cold central plant recycling (CCPR). CIR occurs within the 
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roadway to be recycled and uses 100% of the reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) 

generated during the recycling process (Fig. 1.6).  

 

Fig. 1.6 Cold in-place recycling of asphalt pavement[25]. 

CCPR is a process in which the asphalt recycling takes place at a central 

location using a stationary cold mix plant (Figure 1.7). The cold recycling usually 

requires multiple components, including the bituminous material (e.g., foamed or 

emulsified asphalt binder), the chemical additives (e.g., lime, cement or fly ash), 

and water [26]. 

 

Fig. 1.7 Central Plant for cold recycling of mixtures [27]. 
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Cold in-place recycling (CIR) is widely used as a cost-effective and 

environmental-friendly rehabilitation technology for asphalt pavements [28]. 

However, there are not enough studies to compare the different cold recycling 

technologies including CCPR and CIR in terms of life cycle costs and 

environmental benefits. These comparisons will be beneficial for pavement 

practitioners to select the right cold recycling technology for the given traffic 

volume, environment, and pavement structure. [26] 

The cold in-place recycling of pavements has become strategic for road 

agencies in many countries. Fewer environmental impacts, speed of 

rehabilitation, reduction of costs and fewer traffic cuts are some of the known 

advantages for this technology [29]. 

Around the world, cold in-place recycling has been beneficial in the 

rehabilitation of rural roads where the location is far from the asphalt plants. 

However, some practical issues remain to be overcome due to the nature of the 

cold bituminous material. 

There are particular difficulty and technical disadvantages that hinder the 

widespread use of this system [30]. The drawbacks are the following aspects: 

 Lack of milling efficiency and homogeneity. 

 Difficulty to fit the recommended envelopes. 

 Milling thickness.  

 Compaction difficulties. 

 Variability of the final product quality.  

 Lack of defined methods of mixing design and calculation of reinforcement 

thicknesses. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 

1.3.1 Main objectives 

The present thesis was carried out pursuing the following main objectives: 

A. To develop a design methodology of cold in-place recycled mixtures based 

on emulsion and 100% RAP, to optimise the performance over its service 

life. 

B. To establish a standardised procedure to test and characterise cold 

recycled mixtures with 100% RAP and emulsion.  

1.3.2 Specific objectives 

The specific objectives proposed for the development of the works carried out in 

this thesis were the following:  

I. To characterise the mechanical and volumetric properties of the cold 

recycled mixtures with emulsion. 

II. To study the compactability of this material and the parameters that 

influence its performance. 

III. To develop a methodology to optimise the mixture based on the 

mechanical and volumetric parameters more commonly used. 

IV. To study the self-healing potential of this material based on the microwave 

heating and recompaction, with the addition of some steel slag 

percentages.  

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION. 

The present work has been divided and organised in the following chapters: 

Chapter 1. Introduction: This chapter contains the research background which 

introduces the general information and problem statement of this technology. At 

the end of the chapter, the general and specific objectives, as well as the structure 

of the work, are presented. 

Chapter 2. Literature review: This chapter presents a series of previous works 

carried out in different countries to improve cold recycling technologies from 

different approaches. 
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Chapter 3. Influence of the compaction method in the mixing design: This 

chapter presents the evaluation of two compaction methods used for the design 

of mixtures: the proctor test and the gyratory compaction. They are the most used 

in recycled mixtures and the only ones included in the Spanish specifications. 

Chapter 4. Study of the material: This chapter presents the study of the 

compaction conditions of a cold recycled mixture with emulsion by means of the 

gyratory compactor, analyzing its volumetric properties and studying the energy 

necessary to produce laboratory test specimens. It is also intended to establish 

the influence of the variable components of the 100% rap mixture: premix water, 

emulsion and cement on the mechanical properties. 

Chapter 5. Design methodology: In this chapter, a series of possible dosages 

of a mixture is evaluated and, based on the results of the laboratory tests, a 

methodology is proposed to integrate all of them in a single value. These are then 

easily comparable, and the method allows us to select the optimum dosage. The 

aim of the study is not only to evaluate the mixture produced in the laboratory, 

but also to establish a methodology that can be applied to other cases of study 

of cold recycled mixtures with emulsion. 

Chapter 6. Toward a resilient mixture: This research aimed to evaluate the 

effect of adding several percentages of Slag on the self-healing properties of a 

Cold-Recycling mixture, and study the effects of temperature and re-compaction 

on its self-healing potential. 

Chapter 7. Conclusions and recommendations for future research: This 

chapter presents the general findings obtained throughout the development of 

this thesis. There are also suggested some proposals for future investigations.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Many investigations have been carried out in the last years to find new 

alternatives to the traditional mixtures. Due to the growing concern about issues 

related to the sustainability of the works, a large number of them have focused 

on technologies more friendly to the environment. Hence, the use of recycled 

material from existing pavements, as well as cold recycling technologies have 

begun to be thoroughly investigated to obtain better and better performance. 

Diverse approaches have emerged to study the phenomena. That is why the 

following is a series of previous works carried out in different countries intending 

to improve cold recycling technologies by different approaches. 

2.2 CURRENT LIMITATION OF COLD RECYCLED MIXTURES WITH EMULSION 

Still, remain several limitations and challenges that cold mixes have to face. 

Some of them are related to the mechanical capacity or the response of this type 
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of material to the action of traffic, mainly plastic deformations. Others are 

associated with the difficulty of achieving the necessary resistance in the short 

term. Related to this is the ability to gain strength concerning the curing process 

and existing humidity. All this has led to cold recycled mixtures to be considered 

in the second plane compared with hot mixes despite their many benefits. 

According to Shambara et al, due to increasing traffic volume in terms of 

traffic load repetitions, high and low temperatures and water sensitivity, various 

types of distresses can appear on the surface of flexible pavements, such as 

rutting (permanent deformation), disintegration and cracking. The perfect flexible 

pavement design should be durable, reliable and resistant to permanent 

deformation and cracking, thus resisting these types of failures, or at least 

delaying future pavement deterioration. [5] 

For Gomez-Meijide and Pérez [2], cold asphalt mixtures are particularly 

suitable for the construction and maintenance of low/medium-traffic roads in rural 

areas that are distant from asphalt plants. However, the lack of a performance-

based mix design procedure has prevented many agencies from promoting its 

use. The required period to reach full strength and the potential premature 

distress caused by rainfall water intrusions seem to be the most likely and main 

disadvantages in this regard.  

After lay-down, these mixtures need to pass through several stages in which 

the binder and mastic cohesion, binder-aggregate adhesion and mixture shear 

strength develop. During these stages, the study of cold asphalt mixtures is 

complex but crucial to understanding the influence of the variables in the 

evolution of the properties of the material. This drawback is due to the associated 

peculiarities of cold asphalt, which include the presence of water, emulsion-

aggregate reactivity, evolving characteristics with time and an undeveloped 

internal structure [23]. 

Some researchers consider that cold asphalt mixes (CAM) have been 

considered inferior to hot mix asphalt (HMA) over the last decades due to the high 

air-void content of the compacted mixtures, weak early life strength and long 

curing times required to achieve optimal performance [5][24][31]. 
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Khan et al. [32] found that residual moisture is particularly relevant for cold 

asphalt mixtures because surfaces of the minerals or aggregates are usually dry 

in hot asphalt mixtures (HMA) due to their heating. In contrast, in CAM the coating 

of bitumen on the surfaces of aggregates is frequently affected by moisture. 

In the research of Yu et al. [28] cold in-place recycling mixtures are observed 

to retard the development of reflective cracking in the field due to its longer 

cracking propagation path but are susceptible to moisture damage and show low 

strength compared to hot mix asphalt (HMA). The mechanical response and 

performance of CIR mixtures are based not only on the material properties but 

also on its internal structure.  

Cold mixtures are desired to have good workability, adhesiveness, 

cohesion, and durability. One big challenge for cold mixtures is the resistance to 

moisture infiltration and freeze-thaw cycling. [33] 

2.3 STUDY OF PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PARAMETERS 

It has been seen that most of the studies found seek to characterise the 

physical and mechanical properties of the mixtures obtained by the proposed 

methodologies. 

Sangiorgui et al. [3] analysed a cold recycled mixture, which evaluated the 

physical and mechanical properties derived from the use of recycled material. 

The objective was to evaluate the positive properties conferred to the mixture by 

the use of large quantities of recycled material together with the emulsion and the 

cement. It began with the design of the mixture in the laboratory, and a test 

section was built to evaluate the development of mechanical and physical 

properties in the cold mix compared to a high modulus hot mix for the base layer.  

In the research of Bhavsar et al. [34] the objective was to analyse the flexible 

pavements with cold recycling techniques using RAP and foamed bitumen. 

Several laboratory and field tests were conducted, and cores were taken from the 

pavement to investigate their characteristics. The conclusions were that 

according to the roughness and deflection inspections, an improvement in the 

cold recycled pavement is observed when compared to the previous existing 

pavement. Also, the indirect tensile strength, as well as the compaction and the 
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densities obtained in the field are satisfactory. Therefore, according to this 

authors, the cold recycling of pavements is a promising rehabilitation alternative.  

In the study of Nassar et al. [20] the optimisation of these mixtures has been 

investigated to determine the optimum proportions to reach an acceptable level 

of mechanical and volumetric properties. This work focused on the investigation 

of the effect of the interaction between the parameters in the mechanical and 

volumetric properties of cold mixtures with emulsion. The result indicates that the 

interaction between the bituminous emulsion, the premix water and the curing 

temperature influence the mechanical properties of cold bituminous mixtures with 

emulsion 

For the mechanical characterisation, the water sensitivity test, the indirect 

tensile strength, the stiffness modulus and the diametric fatigue have been 

frequently used. 

Chomicz-Kiwakska and Macjejewski [35] presented a proposal to identify 

the optimal range of foamed bitumen and cement content in pavements using the 

optimisation of three variables employing a statistical model of desirable function. 

The investigated parameters of the mixtures included air voids content, indirect 

tensile strength, water sensitivity and stiffness modulus. 

Chomicz-Kiwakska and Stepien [36] presented the concept of rehabilitation 

based on laboratory and field trials for a road section in Poland. The project tried 

to provide sections with adequate load capacity and durability, energy efficiency 

and reuse of waste materials. It was observed that the durability of the structure 

deteriorates first due to critical levels of fatigue fracture. Increasing the fatigue life 

of the pavements can translate into a longer period between repairs and lower 

maintenance costs. 

Diaz [37] have investigated the resistance of a cold asphalt mixture to 

permanent deformations under cyclic load, and present the stabilisation potential 

of a mobile device for localised repairs. According to these authors, fast curing is 

not a crucial feature compared to plastic deformations if the minimum level of 

stability can be guaranteed. 
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Lin et al [11] investigated the characteristics of a mixture with 100% cold 

recycling using asphalt emulsion and cement. First, the dynamic module and 

phase angle were studied at different curing times, then the creep and relaxation 

were studied to determine the response in service at high temperatures. Finally, 

fatigue in the pavement was evaluated and the fracture interface was observed 

by SEM.  

Some studies have found that the mechanical properties of in service cold 

recycling mixture changed significantly compared with the virgin mixture.  

However, few studies have focused on investigating the fatigue characteristics of 

the in-service mixture, and its fatigue properties have not been well understood 

until now. In addition, laboratory fatigue tests do not precisely reflect fatigue 

characteristics of the asphalt layers in the field pavement, because the loading 

and environment conditions in the field are significantly different from the 

laboratory [38] 

The moisture susceptibility of asphalt mixture has been studied for decades, 

although most research focused on hot mixture asphalt (HMA). It was found that 

moisture damage of asphalt mixture is directly influenced by its moisture diffusion 

coefficient. [39] 

So far from literature review, many investigations have been conducted on 

the mechanical properties of the cold recycled mixtures. Most of them use 

experimental test methods to concentrate on the performance characteristics 

such as compaction methods, strength, thermal cracking, moisture damage or 

shear parameters. However, these studies have not taken micro-scale 

characteristics of the cold recycled (CR) mixtures, such as regularity of air voids 

and asphalt distribution. As it is common knowledge that the void volume of 

asphalt mixtures has a significant influence on its properties. [1] 

2.4 INFLUENCE OF THE CEMENT AND THE CURING CONDITIONS. 

One of the issues that have not been sufficiently studied is related to the 

early gain of resistance and its relationship with the percentage of cement and 

moisture. The curing process is one of the topics that is studied to know the 
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relationships that exist between moisture, cement content and resistance gain 

over time. 

Typically, increasing the dosage of cement increases the strength of Cold 

Recycled Mixture with Emulsion (CRME), but also make it prone to shrinkage 

cracking. Additionally, cement has been verified to improve the high temperature 

performance and microstructure of the emulsified asphalt mixture due to the inner 

reaction of the composite stabilisation agent and the well-dispersed phase of 

asphalt droplets in the hydrated cement paste. [40] 

Yan et al. [41]  investigated the early resistance and long-term behavior of 

cold recycled mixtures with various cement contents and their correlation with 

short and long term resistance. It was concluded that the addition of cement in 

cold recycled mixtures plays a positive effect in both the short and long term. 

Additionally, a strong linear correlation was found between short-term resistance 

and long-term behaviour. 

Lin et al. [18] investigated the development of the mechanism of resistance 

at an early age and determined the critical parameters that influence the gain of 

resistance. Resistance at an early age for different curing conditions was 

investigated, as well as the role of emulsion and cement. The influence of the 

development parameter of early age resistance of cold recycled mixtures with 

emulsion and cement is first studied and then the direct tensile test is used to 

determine the development of the asphalt mortar resistance. The results 

indicated that cement played a prime role in the resistance at three days, as well 

as that the emulsion is essential at both, early age and long term. 

Saadoon et al. [21] focused on understanding the dynamics of water 

evaporation from cold asphalt mixtures, with and without the addition of cement, 

and compared them with granular materials without a binder. The objective of 

their research was to understand the dynamics evaporation of water during the 

curing process and relate it to the acquisition of mechanical properties. To 

achieve this, the evolution of the evaporative flow, the distribution of the liquid 

phase, the dominant mechanism controlling the speed of drying and the effect of 

the grain and the pore size distribution on the draining behaviour were studied. 
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The curing process of CAM involves the evaporation of water and volatiles 

and the beginning of the breaking of the emulsion, when the particles of bitumen 

start attaching to each other forming a continuous film, which coats the 

aggregates. The evaporation of this water can be prolonged, particularly in colder 

climates, which reduces the mechanical performance of CAM, especially during 

the initial curing stages. Over recent decades, many studies have attempted to 

improve the mechanical performance of CAM during the early curing stages by 

adding cement, which accelerates the emulsion breaking by consuming the water 

via hydration, and changing the chemical stability of the bitumen emulsion by 

increasing alkalinity. [4] [18]. 

The work of Bouraima and Qiu [42] tries to investigate the effect of humidity 

conditions on indirect tensile strengths of cold mixtures with asphalt emulsion. 

Researchers found that curing temperature was a factor significantly influencing 

the early-stage strength of CRME, and early-stage strength of CRME increased 

with the increases of curing temperature. [31] 

Extensive research shows that curing conditions have a distinct influence 

on the strength of the cold recycled mixtures. Adding active fillers such as 

cement, lime and others could dramatically improve the strength both at early and 

final curing stages. A significant increase in modulus and ITS was found by using 

cement filler, and the resistance performance to moisture damage was obviously 

improved, especially in its early-stage [1] 

The elevated curing temperature could accelerate the hydration of cement 

and the demulsification of asphalt emulsion, which in turn enhances the early 

strength of CRME [6]. 

2.5 DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

There have been many investigations about cold mixes with emulsion and 

RAP, but there is no consensus on the best dosing method to optimise mixtures. 

Therefore, in the present investigation it is intended to obtain an efficient 

optimisation method, and that facilitates the study of these mixtures. 
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For the dosing process, there are several procedures that have been 

followed to optimise the mix. One of the first problems that are addressed is the 

emulsion content, the cement content and the premix water. 

Tabaković et al. [13] evaluated many recycling options, and four different 

design methods were proposed. These include a variation of the binder type 

(foamed bitumen, emulsion, with or without cement), binder content and depth of 

recycling, and the verification of the volumetric and mechanical properties of the 

recycling. It was revealed that the curing conditions determine the values of the 

mechanical properties to be included in the specifications. 

The first part of the experiment performed by Valentin et al [43] was focused 

on the cold recycled mixtures with the aggregate entirely formed by RAP and 

which contain asphalt binder with a combination of a hydraulic binder. The 

mixtures investigated contain 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.5% emulsion and between 0 and 

3% cement. The range of void content determined in these mixtures was 10-20%. 

It was concluded that increasing the asphalt content improves the flexibility, but 

reduces the stiffness. With the increase of the cement content, ITS and stiffness 

also increase, but the fragility worsens. 

In the research of Namutebi et al. [44] mixtures with different bitumen 

contents were designed. Different compaction and curing methods were used in 

the production of specimens. In this work, the porosity of the primary aggregate 

and the resistance criterion based on the ITS were proposed to determine the 

optimum bitumen content in a mixture based on foamed bitumen. 

Wang et al. [45] developed a cold recycling method using multiple additives, 

including recycled agent, emulsifying agent, modifying polymer, water and 

cement to improve the durability of the cold recycled mixture. The mixtures 

obtained with the proposed method showed better resistance to breakage, better 

resistance to water attack and better fatigue resistance than conventional 

recycled ones. 

The structural performance of emulsion-treated materials has not been 

investigated in detail, although they have been used with great success for many 

years. In fact, from the point of view of the laboratory tests, the specific tests for 

CAM have barely been developed in decades, so there is a problem that still has 
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not been solved. On the one hand, there are tests which take into account the 

need of cold mixes to be subjected to a higher energy compaction than the hot 

mixes, in order to drain out the water and cause the setting of the emulsion while 

the residual bitumen flows through interstitial voids getting in this way a suitable 

coating of the aggregates. There are numerous properties which do not have a 

specific test standard for CAM, and that is why, for analysis, many authors report 

methods more suitable for HMA or granular materials which fail to achieve the 

desired effect, with the consequent detachment of material specimens [24]. 

To extend the use of cold recycling technologies, there is an urgent need to 

develop a pavement design methodology for cold recycled asphalt pavements 

with heavy traffic volume. The Asphalt Recycling and Reclaiming Association 

found that the cold recycled asphalt mixtures exhibited less temperature and 

frequency dependencies compared to hot mix asphalt (HMA), but still should be 

classified as thermo-viscoelastic materials. They pointed out that the rutting 

resistance of cold recycled asphalt mixtures was dependent on the type and 

dosage of binders, in particular on the dosage of cement. Although a lot of studies 

has comprehensively characterised the performance of cold recycled asphalt 

mixtures, limited research has dealt with the structural assessment of cold 

recycled asphalt pavements. Therefore, there is a need to develop a mechanistic-

empirical structural assessment methodology, which takes into account the 

mechanical characteristics (e.g., viscoelasticity) of cold recycled asphalt 

pavements. Furthermore, the developed methodology should discriminate the 

pavement performance by using different cold recycling technologies and also be 

capable of evaluating the effects of structural properties and climatic conditions 

on the long-term performance of cold recycled asphalt pavements [26]. 

Currently, pavement design theory is mainly based on Mechanistic-

Empirical method and thus properties of pavement materials under dynamic 

loading are very important. For hot asphalt mixture (HMA), dynamic 

characteristics including dynamic modulus, phase angle and fatigue life have 

been comprehensively studied. However, the dynamic properties of CRME are 

different from HMA due to its composed of asphalt emulsion and cement. In order 

to further understanding of CRME used in upper layer of asphalt pavement 
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structure, dynamic characteristics and fatigue resistance of CRME become a key 

issue to be studied with the devolvement of cold recycled technology. [11] 

To identify the optimum content of selected materials for a better pavement 

performance, various mixture design methods have been investigated, including 

that of common use, such as the Marshall mix-design method and the Superpave 

design method. The essence of these mix designs is the different compaction 

methods, which closely mimic compaction in the field [40]. 

Therefore, it is necessary to find a method to improve the performance of 

such mixtures, extending service life and reducing mixture difficulties, so that it 

can be used in the place of HMA methods, in any situation and under a range of 

environmental conditions. [5] 

2.6 PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the aspects mentioned above, the need arises to develop an 

alternative action on roads in poor condition that is more economical, ecological 

and that offers good performance in service. 

Among the alternatives analysed, it is interesting to develop the cold 

recycling technique with emulsion, since it is a technique that does not require 

heating and the use of virgin material because it uses 100% of the recycled 

material from the old road (RAP). In addition, it is possible to carry out this 

technology in-place, which does not require the transport of material to and from 

the working site. 

This being said, it should be noted that despite the existence of a large 

amount of research related to the subject, no concordance is found in many of 

the key issues. 

One of the first problems observed has been the lack of consensus in the 

way of characterizing this type of materials in the laboratory, since some of the 

investigations are based only on a single property, which can be mechanical or 

volumetric and in some cases in the combination of both. In addition to this, the 

tested properties were different, as well as the tests to measure them, since in 
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the absence of standards for cold mixes it was necessary to use techniques that 

were conceived for hot mixes. 

A second confirmation is that the compaction method has not been 

sufficiently studied, so the factors related to the compaction, such as compaction 

humidity and the influence of emulsion and cement content have not been taken 

into account. Similarly, there is no consensus in the compaction method neither 

in the compaction energy ranges necessary to compact this type of mixtures. 

Likewise, there is no standardised methodology for the design and 

optimisation of cold asphalt mixtures, since analytical methods used for hot mixes 

or for stabilized soils are usually taken into account. In some cases, the choice of 

dosage is based just on one parameter, generally, the air voids content or the 

indirect tensile strength. 

Finally, some attempts have been made to use assisted self-repair 

techniques in old asphalt mixtures, mainly by heating methods such as 

microwaves and induction, often incorporating elements such as slag or steel 

fibres that accelerate the heating. These technologies could also be of interest 

for cold mixtures, to prolong the service period and have roads with longer life. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INFLUENCE OF THE COMPACTION METHOD 

IN THE MIXING DESIGN 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Compaction of cold recycled mixtures is a subject that has not been 

thoroughly studied and that requires new efforts from researchers to have a better 

understanding of this type of mixtures. Unlike hot mixes, cold mixes and mainly 

recycled mixtures, present serious difficulties in the compaction and for this 

reason their densities are lower, and their air voids contents are considerably 

higher compared to hot mixes. This fact negatively affects the field performance 

of the pavements. 

In addition to this, a lack of consensus has been observed in the 

methodologies to determine the optimum humidity during compaction, since in 

the absence of specific regulations the use of soil tests or hot mixes tests are 

usual, giving rise to difficulties in the interpretation of the results.  
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In the case of Proctor compaction, the test is usually done only with water, 

and then its equivalence in emulsion percentage is calculated, which does not 

necessarily represent the reality, because for cold mixtures both water and 

emulsion are necessary, making less evident the equivalence. 

On the other hand, it can be observed in gyratory compaction a better 

performance and samples densities closer to the densities obtained in the field. 

It is necessary to compare and verify the densities and the air void contents in 

the field as well as in the laboratory with  different compaction methods. 

 For this stage of the investigation, the main goal is to evaluate two 

compaction methods used for the design of mixtures: the proctor test and gyratory 

compaction. They are the most used in recycled mixtures and the only ones 

included in Spanish specifications. 

3.2 THE STUDY OF COMPACTION 

3.2.1 The importance of compaction in asphalt mixtures 

Asphalt mixture after production is a loose material, made of stone 

aggregate in a mortar matrix. Compaction is one of the most critical steps in the 

process of road construction, because of its significant influence in the short and 

long-term performance of the pavement. 

During compaction, aggregates are brought together, creating a skeleton 

that provides resistance to deformations and at the same time limits permeability 

by reducing air void content. The compaction process can be affected by many 

factors such as asphalt binder and aggregates properties, mix type, compaction 

temperature, lift thickness, underlying course properties and environmental 

conditions. Asphalt binder properties change with temperature, which means that 

there is a specific range where viscosity permits adequate compaction by 

providing lubrication between particles during the compaction process. Low 

compaction temperatures prevent aggregate particles from moving, and the 

required density is not possible to achieve[46]. 

Proper compaction means fewer particle re-orientations under the loading 

and so less plastic deformation of the material. Furthermore, proper compaction 
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ensures more inter-particle contact points, which results in smaller forces in the 

inter-particle contact points[47]. 

3.2.2 Laboratory compaction. 

Several studies examined the relationship between field and laboratory 

compaction and mechanical properties of asphalt mixtures[48].  

Compared with the field experience, the laboratory compaction can provide 

more controlled environmental factors including temperature and humidity, 

compaction energy and less material consumption. Different methods of 

laboratory compaction often result in different mechanical properties; 

furthermore, the mechanical properties of laboratory samples also differ 

considerably from those of field cores. In recent years, numerous studies have 

been conducted to investigate the underlying reasons for the differences between 

laboratory and field compaction and to assess the influence of the compaction 

method on mechanical performance [49]. 

Both in the laboratory and the field, controls are necessary to verify material 

void contents. Within a laboratory setting, the focus lies in reproducing in situ 

conditions as closely as possible using appropriate equipment [50]. 

Generally, there are several types of laboratory methods, including impact 

compaction, kneading compaction, gyratory compaction and rolling wheel 

compaction. However, different methods in the laboratory may manufacture 

identical samples regarding the density while exhibiting different mechanical 

properties [49]. 

Marshall Stability and volumetric properties of asphalt mixtures are 

significantly affected by the compaction temperature, and mixtures with the same 

nominal maximum aggregate size but different gradation type required different 

levels of compaction to achieve the designed density [51]. 

Over the last 50 years, Marshall Asphalt Mix Designs, based on impact 

compaction, dominated the world paving industry. On the other hand, the 

Superpave mix design method brought new challenges and opportunities to the 

compaction process. Superpave has permitted a better understanding of the 

compaction process by introducing the Superpave Gyratory Compactor (SGC), 
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which allows monitoring the specimen height after each gyration and provides a 

better simulation of compaction than previous compactors. For the impact 

hammer compaction, there is also a method for monitoring the specimen height 

after each blow during compaction. Nevertheless, the breakdown of aggregates 

during the process remain on one of the main drawbacks of their compaction 

procedure [46]. 

Marshall and Superpave mixture designs are based mainly on volumetric 

parameters. Several studies have already questioned the traditional Marshall 

Compaction method for not resembling that one practised in the field[52]. 

Nowadays the primary compaction method in several countries is changing to 

Superpave gyratory compactor (SGC) [53]. 

The behaviour during compaction of the bituminous mixture and its 

influence during its laying and its later mechanical stability can be simulated at 

laboratory scale, through the continuous register of data about the percentage of 

compaction in relation to the number of cycles of the gyratory compactor [54]. 

In the European standard EN 12697-10, three laboratory test methods are 

described. Impact compaction, gyrator compaction and vibratory compaction are 

used to characterise the compactability of a hot bituminous mix by the relation 

between its density or void content and the compaction energy applied to it [47]. 

Nevertheless, in the case of cold mixtures, and especially in cold recycled 

mixtures, there is no enough information on the influence of the compaction 

method on the final properties of the material, but for the design of the mixture, 

the choice is usually based only on the air void content. The optimum binder 

content for this type of mixtures is traditionally selected employing the modified 

Proctor test, which is a test used for granular layers and soils. 

As for the laboratory compaction used by the researchers in the cases for 

cold recycled mixtures, some references have been found that are presented 

below. 

In the first instance it has been found that most of the researches consulted 

use the gyratory compactor with a constant compaction pressure of 600 kPa, 

external angle of 1.25º, with a gyration rate of 30 rpm[55]. 
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In the research of Sangiorgi et al. [3], nine specimens were prepared for 

each of the mixtures with gyratory compaction at 180 gyrations. Each specimen 

had a dry mass of 4500 g and a diameter of 150 mm. The workability and 

volumetric properties of the mixtures were assessed through the compaction 

curves obtained during the gyratory compaction. The volumetric characterization 

was then supported by the analysis of the air voids content of each specimen.  

In other research [56], Cylinder CRME specimens were prepared by SGC 

(Superpave Gyratory Compactor) with 170 mm in height and 150 mm in diameter.  

In the work of Graziani et al. [57], specimens were compacted by means of 

a shear gyratory compactor (SGC) adopting 150 mm diameter mold and 

compaction energy of 180 gyrations. Since increasing total water content helps 

in reducing volume, it should be as high as possible. However, the drainage of 

water should always be avoided. 

Kuna and Guttumukkala [58] have decided to use 100 mm diameter 

gyratory molds for specimen preparation. 

On the other hand, the mix design developed by Amouzadeh and 

Modarres[59] was carried out according to a modified Marshall mix design 

method. To determine the optimum emulsion content using the modified Marshall 

method, RAP was mixed with different contents of bitumen emulsion. The 

specimens were then compacted using the Marshall hammer by applying 50 

blows to each side. 

Dołżycki and Jaskuła [60] have determined the optimum moisture content 

for the tested mixes using Proctor method, taking into account the water included 

in the bituminous emulsion as well as an additional wetting effect by the bitumen 

included in the emulsion. Six different combinations of cement and bituminous 

emulsion content were used. Specimens for testing were compacted in a Marshall 

compactor with 75 blows per side.  

Finally, in the research of Valentin et al. [61], the cylindrical specimens with 

150mm diameter and 60 mm height were prepared by putting the cold recycled 

mix in cylindrical molds and compacted by applying pressure of 5.0 MPa. 
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In the case of Spain, the specification for road rehabilitation PG4 [62], 

originally demanded the dosage through the modified Proctor test. In 2017 the 

standard changed to require gyratory compactor specifying the diameter of the 

mold according to the granulometry, as well as the number of gyrations. 

3.2.3 The design of the mixture and the compaction on the field. 

The success of mix design greatly depends on the used method. The 

asphalt pavement achieves the density stablished in the laboratory through 

sufficient compaction efforts in the field. Therefore, understanding the 

compaction characteristics of asphalt mixtures is of great importance [53]. 

Even having the finest design or the highest quality materials, if asphalt 

mixture was compacted improperly, under-compacted or over-compacted, it will 

not obtain the best pavement performance [63]. Improperly compacted asphalt 

pavement does not have the ability to transfer loads from the surface to the 

ground.  

In road engineering techniques, the optimal density of materials is a 

parameter introduced to obtain the best mechanical behavior of the material 

under loading conditions. Compaction is intended to reduce air void content, 

optimise the granular skeleton and increase material density [50]. 

The conventional field compaction method generally maintains the roller 

passes by roller operators. However, this compaction effort may sometimes result 

in over-compacted or under-compacted pavement materials since the support 

and stiffness of materials could be different at different locations. As a result, 

premature distress of pavements may appear and will result in worse long-term 

pavement performances and higher life-cycle costs [64]. 

Some pavement distresses, such as rutting, water seepage, cracking, easily 

appear in under-compacted asphalt pavement. It has been reported that more 

than 80% of premature failures are related to insufficient compaction [47]. The 

increase of times for compaction means that mixture particles will become closer 

and closer, so, in a certain volume, the solid phase increases while air phase 

decreases according to the solid–liquid-air phase system theory [65]. Therefore, 
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reasonably controlling compaction degree is the key to guarantee the long life of 

asphalt pavement [63]. 

The distribution of air voids also affects the presence and movement of 

water in asphalt mixtures. Water weakens the adhesive bond between the 

aggregates and the binders, and the cohesive bond within the mastic itself 

leading to the disintegration of the asphalt mixture, and ultimately to the failure of 

the pavement structure [47]. 

An asphalt mixture that exhibits proper compaction can be easily 

compressed to the volume design requirements, while displaying a certain level 

of stability, ahigh resistance to deformation, and a  correct performance during 

road service life [51]. 

Additionally, the compaction process requires enough rollers, which are the 

main source of carbon emissions in this construction phase. Carbon emissions 

of these compaction strategies are different and need proper assessment to meet 

the growing concerns and regulations to minimise the carbon footprint [66]. 

For this reason, in the present study, we decided to evaluate the influence 

of the compaction method in the dosing of cold recycled mixtures with emulsion 

considering the compaction with the modified Proctor test and the gyratory 

compaction according to the old and new version of the Spanish regulations. The 

objective is to elaborate a comparative study Proctor / Gyratory Compactor on a 

series of working formulas that will be compacted and studied by both methods. 

The comparison will be carried out in terms of density and air voids. The ultimate 

target of this part of the investigation is to make clear the suitability of both 

compaction methods for designing in cold recycled mixture with bituminous 

emulsions. 

3.3 MATERIALS 

A cold mix with emulsion was manufactured with reclaimed asphalt 

pavement (RAP), four percentages of emulsion (1,2,3,4%) and four percentages 

of premix water (1,2,3,4) over the weight of the RAP. The granulometry of the 

RAP was RE2 band, recommended by Spanish regulations PG4 [18] as shown 

in Table 3.1 and figure 1. No virgin aggregate was added. 
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Table 3.1 Granulometric band RE2 (PG4). 

SIEVE (mm) 20 12.5 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.063 

Adopted curve 100.0 75.0 63.0 44.0 27.0 10.2 6.6 2.7 

Mínimum RE2 80.0 62.0 49.0 31.0 19.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 

Maximum RE2 100.0 89.0 77.0 58.0 42.0 20.0 10.0 3.0 

Fig. 3.1 Granulometry of the RAP 

The maximum density (EN 12697-5) of the RAP was 2443 kg/m3. The aged 

bitumen was extracted from the RAP to know its properties. Table 3.2 presents 

the results. 

Table 3.2 Properties of the recovery binder. 

PROPERTIES STANDARD VALUES 

Bitumen (% over weight of RAP) EN 12697-1 4.89 

Softening Point (ºC) EN 1427 80.4 

Penetration (10-1mm) EN 1426 11 

A commercial cationic bituminous emulsion recommended for cold recycling 

applications, with a residual bitumen content of 60%, slow breakage (B5), 

produced with rejuvenating agents (C60 B5 REC REJUV) was used to produce 

the laboratory specimens. 
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3.4 METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this part of the investigation is to know the influence of the 

compaction methods on the volumetric properties of the specimens of cold 

recycled asphalt mixtures with emulsion, since in the literature it has been 

observed that the compaction methods have different effects, depending on the 

type of mixture to be designed. Proctor and gyratory compaction methods were 

carried out, to compare the results and to determine the possible influence of the 

compaction procedure.  

For this study, 16 different formulas were tested, including 4 different 

percentages of emulsion (1,2,3,4%) and four different percentages of premix 

water (1,2,3,4%). 

3.4.1 Compaction procedures. 

For the modified proctor test (UNE 103501-94), 7 kg of RAP were needed 

for a sample compacted in the standardised mold. The compaction is given by 

impact, with a calibrated mass of 4.535 kg and a standard falling height of 457 

mm. The samples were compacted at five layers with 60 impact blows per layer 

on the entire surface of the material. Once the compaction was completed, the 

extension of the mold was removed to eliminate the surplus material. The 

objective was to measure the mass of the material inside the mold and then 

calculate the wet density (ρw), using the known volume of the mold. For each 

dosage, two samples were produced, and the result was obtained as the average 

of them. 

In the case of gyratory compaction, a much lower amount of material is 

needed to produce a sample. Since the specimens produced are 100 mm in 

diameter and with heights between 60 and 70 mm, 1 kg of RAP was required to 

fill the mold. The material was compacted to 100 gyrations, which is the 

compaction energy recommended by Spanish regulations for cold recycled 

materials with emulsion. The compaction was carried out with internal rotation 

angle of 0.82, a speed of 30 rpm, and a maximum pressure of 600 kPa. Two 

specimens were manufactured for each dosage, and the result was calculated as 

the average. 
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3.4.2 Maximum density. 

The maximum density is a theoretical concept that represents the material 

without air voids. That means that the specimen contains only solid material 

accommodated so that the air voids content is zero. This value is obtained with 

the help of the pycnometer, which allows us to know the volume without air voids 

in the material. Ass the dry mass is known, the maximum density can be 

calculated. The results obtained are shown in Table 3.3. 

The nomenclature used to identify every formula consists of the letter W 

followed by the premix water content and the letter E followed by the emulsion 

content. The content of water and emulsion are expressed over weigh of RAP. In 

this way, the identification of each formula is easy. 

Table 3.3. Maximum density of the mixtures studied. 

MIXTURE MAXIMUM DENSITY (kg/m3) 

W1E1 2470 

W1E2 2443 

W1E3 2431 

W1E4 2374 

W2E1 2491 

W2E2 2449 

W2E3 2419 

W2E4 2392 

W3E1 2496 

W3E2 2432 

W3E3 2409 

W3E4 2384 

W4E1 2498 

W4E2 2455 

W4E3 2422 

W4E4 2365 
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3.4.3 Bulk density and air void content 

In the case of the modified proctor test, once the compaction is finished and 

the mold is weighed with the material, a core of the material is extracted from the 

centre of the specimen. This operation is carried out in order to weigh it and then 

put it in the oven to eliminate moisture. This is achieved at 70 ° C for 1 day, and 

then it was reweighed to obtain the moisture content. Having the moisture of the 

material and the wet density (weight of the sample / volume of the mold), it is 

possible to calculate the bulk density obtained by the compaction using equation 

1. 

ρ𝑏 =
ρ𝑤

(1+𝑤)
                                      (1) 

Where ρb is the bulk density, ρw is the humid density and w is the humidity 

measured in the sample. 

The air void content was calculated  through the bulk density and the 

maximum density of the specimen, following equation 2. The results obtained are 

presented in table 3.4. 

𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 (%) =
ρ𝑚𝑎𝑥−ρ𝑏

ρ𝑚𝑎𝑥
× 100                (2) 

Where ρ𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum density and  ρ𝑏 is the bulk density.  

Table 3.4 Bulk density and air void content for proctor test. 

MIXTURE BULK DENSITY (kg/m3) AIR VOID CONTENT (%) 

W1E1 1855 24.9 

W1E2 1857 24.0 

W1E3 1847 24.0 

W1E4 1846 22.3 

W2E1 1879 24.6 

W2E2 1865 23.8 

W2E3 1857 23.2 

W2E4 1869 21.9 

W3E1 1897 24.0 

W3E2 1893 22.1 
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W3E3 1909 20.8 

W3E4 1895 20.5 

W4E1 1907 23.6 

W4E2 1884 23.3 

W4E3 1888 22.0 

W4E4 1867 21.1 

In the case of gyratory compaction, the bulk density was measured by the 

volumetric method (as in the Proctor procedure). For this reason, the volume was 

calculated based on the diameter and height of the sample. The weight for bulk 

density corresponds to the dry material, so it was necessary to put the entire 

samples in the oven to evaporate all the moisture, which was achieved after 3 

days at 50ºC.  The results of the bulk density and the air voids content are shown 

in Table 3.5 and were calculated with the help of equation 2. 

Table 3.5 Bulk density and air void content for gyratory compaction. 

MIXTURE BULK DENSITY (kg/m3) 
AIR VOID 

CONTENT 

W1E1 1962.7 20.5 

W1E2 1963 19.6 

W1E3 1990.2 18.1 

W1E4 1995.3 16.0 

W2E1 1961.8 21.2 

W2E2 1990.6 18.7 

W2E3 2019.1 16.5 

W2E4 2009.9 16.0 

W3E1 1951.5 21.8 

W3E2 1994.4 18.0 

W3E3 2025.3 15.9 

W3E4 2021.9 15.2 

W4E1 1943.4 22.2 

W4E2 1932.2 21.3 

W4E3 1951.9 19.4 

W4E4 1983 16.2 
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3.5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. 

It was decided to carry out the analysis of the compactability based on two 

of the volumetric properties that are frequently used for the design of mixtures, 

as the bulk density and the air voids content in the mixture. Figure 3.2 shows the 

comparison of the bulk density obtained with the gyratory compactor and the 

modified Proctor procedure, for every water content added to the mixture. On the 

other hand, figure 3.3 shows the comparison of the results of these two methods 

for the air void content, taking into account different premix water content added. 

 

Fig. 3.2 Comparison of bulk density for different premix water contents in samples 

compacted with gyratory compactor and modified Proctor procedure. 
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Fig. 3.3 Comparison of air Void content for different premix water contents in 

samples compacted with gyratory compactor and modified Proctor procedure. 

Several considerations can be made from the results obtained in the 

previous graphs. In the first instance, it is possible to notice that although the 

behaviors of both compaction methods show similar tendencies (air voids content 

decreasing when increasing % of emulsion), significant differences are found. 

First, it can be observed that the compaction with both methods starts with similar 

air voids values for low emulsion contents, but as the emulsion content is higher, 

the slope of the gyratory graphs are higher, so that lower values of void contents 

are obtained. This trend could indicate that the gyratory method is more sensitive 

to the content of emulsion than the Proctor procedure. 

In the compaction with the gyratory method, it is possible to notice that the 

premix water content helps to improve the compactability in the majority of the 

cases. For this reason, a decrease of the air void content is seen between the 

values of 1 to 3%. Nevertheless, 4% of premix water results in the worst 

performance, reaching even higher values of air void content than for 1% of 

premix water. This fact can be explained as the water reaches a maximum 

optimum point to which the compactability grows because the water facilitates the 

accommodation of the aggregates. However, when that point is exceeded the 
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premix water stops working as a lubricant and, as the material is confined, it 

begins to mechanically contribute to the resistance to compaction. 

In the case of the proctor, the air void content also decreases with the 

increase in the emulsion content, but the values obtained are higher than in the 

case of the gyratory compaction and the slope air voids / content of emulsion is 

lower than for the gyratory graphs. It is also important to note that, as in the case 

of the gyratory compaction, there is also a turning point in terms of premix water 

content, since from 1 to 3% can be seen an increase in compactability, but 4% 

premix water decreases the compaction achieved. In this case, the decrease is 

not as pronounced as it was with the gyratory compaction, because 4% of water 

does not reach air voids content above the values for 1% premix water. This can 

be explained because there is no confinement in the upper part that drastically 

prevents the free movement of excess water in the material. It is likely due to the 

fact that the impact is located in a reduced area at the top of the layer and not on 

the entire surface, as the pressure in the gyratory procedure, so that the water 

opposes less resistance to compactability than in the case of the gyratory 

compactor. 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show another comparative aproach of the compaction 

of the material with the gyratory compactor and the modified Proctor procedure. 

In this case, the bulk density and the air void content for every emulsion content 

added, are plotted, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.4 Comparison of bulk density for different emulsion content in samples 

compacted with gyratory compactor and modified Proctor procedure. 

 

Fig. 3.5 Air Void content for different emulsion content in samples compacted with 

gyratory compactor and modified Proctor Procedure. 
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From these series of graphs, it can be observed the point in which the 

premix water content stops contributing to the compactability to become harmful 

for the compaction efficiency. In both methods, the minimum air voids content 

and maximum bulk density for the mixture studied is located at 3% of premix 

water. It is important to note that in all the figures presented there is an 

independent behavior of the water content with the emulsion content, since it can 

be observed that the emulsion content is beneficial for compactability, but the 

water content has an autonomous behavior. This is, regardless the mixture has 

a lower or higher percentage of emulsion, the influence of the water content 

follows its own trend, which in our case indicates to be optimal at 3% of premix 

water. 

3.6 PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS 

The present research has helped us to study the influence of fluids on the 

compactability of the mixture, which is of great importance. It is one of the factors 

that must be strictly controlled in the field to obtain the best result. In our case, 

we have studied two methods that are frequently used to design cold mixtures 

with emulsion. It has been decided to make the comparison based on volumetric 

properties as the air void content and the bulk density that perfectly reflects the 

degree of compaction of the mixtures. From the research, the results obtained 

seem to be of great importance to understand better the compaction behavior of 

these mixtures. 

 The bulk density and air voids contents of cold recycled asphalt mixtures 

with emulsion truly displays the degree of compaction in a mixture. 

Although the use of the bulk density is the most used parameter to 

characterize soil compaction, in the case of mixtures with increasing 

contents of binder, the air voids content, calculated with the bulk and the 

maximum dry densities, is the parameter that best represents the real 

degree of compaction. 

 It has also been noted that the behavior of compaction due to the influence 

of premix water and emulsion contents are independent of each other in 

the range of 2 to 4% of emulsion, according to the trends of the graph. For 

that reason, the following procedure is recommended. 
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 Premix water content will be determined based on the lower air void 

content or higher bulk density, using a fixed intermediate emulsion content 

(i.e. 3%). 

 Once the optimum premix water content has been established, increasing 

emulsion content will be studied through different trials (water sensibility, 

rutting resistance, stiffness modulus, etc.).  

 The values of air voids obtained by modified Proctor procedures show high 

values than those desirables to reach on the field. On the other hand, 

gyratory compaction reaches desirables values of air voids and is more 

sensitive to the changes produced by the premix water and emulsion 

content. However the results obtained by both methods of the optimum 

premix water and emulsion content are coincident. Therefore it is 

considered that both methods can be used to determine the optimum 

design. 

 From the above we can conclude that both methods can be useful to study 

the compactability since coherent results are obtained. In the case of the 

gyratory compaction, the values that give us the air voids content and bulk 

densities are close to those desirables to obtained in the field allowing us 

in that way to study in the laboratory in optimal compaction conditions. 

However, even though the air void content values were higher and bulk 

densities lower than those desirables in the field, the modified Proctor 

procedure cannot be discarded as a valid method for the design of the 

mixtures. The optimal values that were obtained for the premix water in 

the mixture are practically the same as in the case of gyratory compaction 

(3%) and also showed a point of inflexion due to excess water. Hence, it 

can be said that the Proctor test can be used to find the moisture content 

based only on the trend of the air void content and not on the value 

obtained. The use of the gyratory compactor is recommended for a more 

realistic study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INFLUENCE OF THE COMPONENTS AND 

THE COMPACTION ENERGY ON THE MIX 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT. 

Due to the need to improve the technology of cold recycling with emulsion, 

the first step to be faced was the study of the influence of the compaction 

procedure (Chapter 3). In this chapter, the role of the compaction energy though 

the gyratory compactor, as well as the influence of the components on the 

properties of the recycled mixtures, are evaluated. 

It is proposed to study recycled mixtures with different dosages of emulsion 

and cement so that we are able to establish the influence that each element has 

on the final behavior of the mixture. 
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To begin the investigation, it is evident the need to study the compactability 

of the mixture, taking into account the content of premix water, as well as the 

compaction energy to be used in the manufacture of laboratory specimens. 

Once the manufacturing and compaction procedure has been established, 

both the mechanical and volumetric tests of the mixtures to be studied will be 

carried out. As a result of the tests, the influence of each material in the final 

behavior of the mixture can be established. 

4.2 INFLUENCE OF THE MATERIALS IN THE MIXTURE PERFORMANCE  

Over time, deteriorated pavements require conservation and rehabilitation. 

When the pavement is extremely damaged, the solution is usually total 

reconstruction with hot mixes. Traditional bituminous mixtures, composed of 

aggregate and bitumen, are always produced at high temperatures, usually 

around 160ºC. Alternatively, different types of technology at lower temperatures 

have emerged in recent decades, which involve less energy consumption, less 

smoke and greenhouse gas emissions [10]. 

On the other hand, the recycling of pavements is a technique that preserves 

natural materials since it minimises the use of natural aggregates and 

hydrocarbon binders of petroleum origin and prevents the generation of waste 

and the occupation of landfills [14]. Using recycled material in situ, is favourable  

compared to the use of virgin aggregate and requires less transportation, less 

energy and consumes less non-renewable materials. 

From both, economic and ecological point of view, cold recycling technology 

is much more beneficial than hot technology [17]. Cold mixtures with bituminous 

emulsions imply a reduction of temperature compared to traditional hot mixes, 

extending the workability time and reducing the ageing of the binder during 

production [20]. In addition, when recycling is done in situ the transport of 

materials decreases considerably. 

Therefore, the in situ cold recycling of pavements has become a strategic 

practice for road agencies in many countries due to the lower environmental 

impacts. In addition, from the operational point of view, its speed in the 

rehabilitation, reduction of costs and fewer traffic cuts are beneficial [29]. 
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However, some practical issues still need to be developed to extend the use 

of this technology [30]. For instance, there is no consensus about the best design 

method to optimize mixtures[13]. Several studies have been carried out in order 

to have a better understanding of the factors that influence its volumetric and 

mechanical properties [3], [20], and so achieve mixtures that can be produced at 

ambient temperature [67] and represent an improvement to the conditions of 

existing pavements[34]. 

As for the design process, some procedures have been developed to 

optimize the mixture. One of the first problems is to establish the emulsion 

content, the cement content and the premix water. Some works have focused on 

investigating the change of volumetric properties due to the variation of the 

content of binder and cement [13]. Others have focused on the correlation 

between binder content and the percentage of air voids [43], on the influence of 

compaction and curing methods  [44], or on the contribution of additives, 

rejuvenating agents, emulsifiers, polymers and water [45]. 

For the mechanical characterisation, the water sensitivity test, the indirect 

tensile strength, the stiffness modulus and the fatigue resistance have been 

performed. Fatigue has been assessed to find sections with better load capacities 

and longer life in service [36], permanent deformations have been addressed by 

tests under cyclic loads to prevent rutting [37], and the dynamic module has been 

used to measure the mechanical response of the mixtures at the change of curing 

conditions [11]. Even a statistical method based on mechanical parameters to 

obtain the optimum bitumen and cement content has been reported [35]. 

It has been found that humidity, curing conditions and the percentage of 

emulsion used affect the behaviour of the mixture in early stages, which is 

reflected in the indirect tensile test [18], [42]. It has also been reported that the 

degree of ageing of the bitumen of the RAP can affect the resistance gain [68]. 

Even the evaporation dynamics have been studied to relate it to the resistance 

gain [21]. 

In all investigations it has been concluded that the percentage of cement is 

the most important factor  affecting resistance at an early stage [41], which does 

not mean that an increase in the percentage of cement is always favourable, 
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because, in the long term, the mixture may become too rigid, which would 

promote its fragile functioning. 

For the production of samples, the gyratory compactor and the Marshall 

hammer are the most commonly used devices. The use of the gyratory compactor 

for this type of material has been increasing over the last years. The most 

common diameters are usually 100 and 150 mm and the compaction heights vary 

between 50 and 150 mm, depending on the tests to be carried out. Concerning 

the total number of gyrations for compaction, the investigations have varied 

between 100 and 200 gyrations, depending on the target of density and the 

behaviour of the material. In the case of cold recycled mixtures, there is a 

tendency to use the gyratory compactor since this type of mixtures has greater 

resistance to compaction, so the gyratory compaction presents favorable results. 

The kneading effect produced by the gyratory compactor makes this technology 

more suitable because it is possible to reach less air void content and to break 

fewer aggregates. On the contrary, the Marshall Hammer compaction, based on 

impact blows, breaks the aggregates, weakening the mechanical performance of 

the mixture [3], [11], [13], [17], [69]. 

Different investigations have being carried out with the intention of finding 

the compaction method that best fits the recycled material and its particularities. 

The compaction energy of the reduced-size cylindrical bitumen emulsion mortar 

specimens with different compaction energy by varying the static compaction 

conditions has been studied [70]. Another research has used the gyratory 

compaction, but the vertical pressure was reduced from standard 600 kPa to 400 

kPa to slightly extend the time of compaction [71]. Compaction is a subject that 

requires more research to be able to have a better understanding of this type of 

mixtures and the particular conditions of resistance to compaction that it presents, 

and thus stimulate the emulsion breaking and re-positioning of the aggregate 

The objective of this research is to study the compaction energy of a cold 

recycled mixture with emulsion by means of the gyratory compactor, analyzing 

its volumetric properties and studying the energy necessary to produce laboratory 

test specimens. It is also intended to establish the influence of the variable 

components of the 100% rap mixture, premix water, emulsion and cement on the 

mechanical properties. 
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4.3 MATERIALS 

The materials used to design the cold mix were RAP, premix water, 4 

different types of emulsions (E1, E2, E3, E4) and Portland cement in different 

proportions. 

4.3.1 Gradation curve 

It was decided to perform a cold mix with 100% RAP with a granulometry 

within the RE2 band (black curve) recommended by the Spanish General 

Technical Specifications for Road Conservation Works PG-4 [62]. The 

granulometry chosen for the RAP is shown in Table 4.1 and represented in Fig. 

4.1. 

Table 4.1 RE2 Granulometric band (PG4) and curve adopted (% Passing). 

SIEVE (mm)(EN933-2) 20 12.5 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.063 

Adopted curve  100.0 75.0 63.0 44.0 27.0 10.2 6.6 2.7 

Minimum RE2 80.0 62.0 49.0 31.0 19.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 

Maximum RE2 100.0 89.0 77.0 58.0 42.0 20.0 10.0 3.0 
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Fig. 4.1 Granulometry 

The granulometry that was obtained in situ by milling the existing pavement 

was within the limits established by RE2 band, so no granulometric recomposition 

with virgin aggregate was required, which means that this RAP enables the in situ 

recycling operation. 

4.3.2 RAP properties 

The maximum density (EN 12697-5) of the RAP was 2.443 kg/m3. The aged 

bitumen was extracted from the RAP to know its properties. Table 4.2 presents 

the results. 

Table 4.2 Properties of the recovery binder. 

PROPERTIES NORMATIVE VALUES 

Bitumen (% over weight of RAP) EN 12697-1 4.89 

Softening Point (ºC) EN 1427 80.3 

Penetration (10-1mm) EN 1426 11 

4.3.3 Emulsions 

To give this study greater generality, four different emulsions were used to 

produce the mixtures. The emulsions used correspond to type C60B5 according 

to the nomenclature described in the EN 13808 standard for cationic emulsion 

specifications. Among their characteristics, it is worth to highlight their high value 
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of breakage index, which shows that it is a slow setting emulsion that allows the 

mixing of all the particles of the RAP, both coarse and fine, as well as cement 

additions before breaking. The specifications for this type of emulsions  are 

shown in table 4.3, according to the requirements of CE marking for cationic 

bituminous emulsions as compliance with that described in the Construction 

Products Regulation 305/2011. Another peculiarity of the emulsions used in the 

production of cold recycling mixtures is the use of specific additives that allow 

rejuvenation of the residual binder of the RAP, thus allowing the final extended 

mixture to have a lower rigidity than that from the RAP extracted from the road. 

Emulsifiers are also used in the emulsion to allow the interaction of the aggregate 

with the emulsion to provide the necessary cohesion to achieve a mixture with 

the adequate strength to resist traffic  as well as other typologies of failure.  

The different emulsions used in this study differ in the type of additive and 

proportions used in their manufacture, and they are designated as E1, E2, E3 

and E4 to differentiate them. 

Table 4.3 Technical specification for the emulsion used in this study. 

CHARACTERISTICS UNITS 
TEST 
METHODS 

 

REQUIREMENT 
CLASS 

Polarity of the particles - EN 1430 Positive  

Breakage index (Forshamer filler) - EN 13075-1 >170 5 

Binder content(content in water) %  EN 1428 58 to 62 6 

Residual binder after distillation % EN 1431 ≥58 6 

Content in fluidiser by distillation % EN 1431 ≤2.0 2 

Creep time (2mm, 40ºC) s EN 12846 15 to 70 3 

Sieving residue (0.5mm sieving) % EN 1429 ≤0.1 2 

Sedimentation tendency (7d) % EN 12847 ≤10 3 

Adhesiveness % EN 13614 ≥90 3 

RECOVERED BINDER: BY EVAPORATION (EN 13074-1) 

Penetration at 25ºC 0.1 mm EN 1426 ≤330 7 

Softening Point ºC EN 1427 ≥35 8 

STABILIZED BINDER: BY EVAPORATION (EN 13074-1), FOLLOWED BY STABILIZATION 
(EN-13074-2) 

Penetration at 25ºC 0.1 mm EN 1426 ≤270 6 
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Softening point ºC EN 1427 ≥35 8 

DISTILLATION BINDER ( EN 1431) 

Penetration at 25ºC 0.1 mm EN 1426 ≤270 6 

Softening point ºC EN 1427 ≥35 8 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY. 

The methodology followed during this work was experimental, through the 

application of standard tests. Firstly, the mixtures were studied in terms of bulk 

density (EN 12697-6) and air void percentage (EN 12697-8) in order to define the 

compaction energy to be applied to the specimens by the gyratory compactor. In 

the second phase the characterization of the mixtures was carried out through 

the water sensitivity (EN 12697-12), Wheel tracking (EN 12697-22), stiffness 

modulus (EN 12697-26) and diametrical fatigue test (EN 12697-24). Figure 4.2 

shows a flowchart of the research methodology. 

 

Fig. 4.2 Research methodology flowchart. 
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4.4.1 Production procedure. 

The process for the production of the mixture was the same for all the 

formulations studied, which was based on the gyratory compactor. The mixing 

process followed the steps shown below (Fig. 4.3). 

 

Fig. 4.3 Mixing time scheme 

The mechanical laboratory mixer, shown in Fig. 4.4, is equipped with a 

planetary movement and it was set at 65 rpm at room temperature (20-25ºC). 

 

Fig. 4.4 Planetary Mixer. 

Nevertheless, the mixtures without cement were produced with 2 min of 

mixing time (RAP + Premix water) and 2 min with the emulsion. Therefore, in all 

cases with or without cement, the mixing operation lasted for 4 min. The 
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compaction was carried out using a gyratory compactor, selecting the compaction 

mode by number of gyrations. 

4.4.1.1 Premix and compaction study 

To establish the range of the premix water, the RAP mixture was 

manufactured with different water percentages (1%, 2%, 3% and 4% premix 

water) and a fixed content of 3% of E1 emulsion,. Percentages of premix water 

that made the mixture too dry or dripping wet were excluded during the laboratory 

works.  

Cylindrical specimens with 100 mm in diameter and 100-110 mm in height 

were prepared in gyratory compactor (EN 12697-31) with an internal angle of 

rotation of 0.82º, a speed of 30 rpm, a maximum pressure of 600 kPa and a 

compaction energy of 200 gyrations. That compaction allowed specimens to 

reach an air void content within the range of 10-15%, which is a desirable 

compaction according to the field experience reported in the bibliography. This 

height (100-110 mm) represents a similar height to the thicknesses of the usually 

recycled layer. The volume of the specimens was measured and then dried to 

constant weight to obtain the bulk density (EN 12697-6). From the aspect of loose 

mixture and the analysis of the bulk density of the specimen, the percentage of 

premix water to be used during the rest of the investigation was established. 

Due to the fact that for the different tests (Indirect Tensile Strength, fatigue, 

etc.), specimens of 100 mm in diameter and 60-63 mm in height are required, it 

was decided to study the number of gyrations to obtain specimens with the same 

air void content (10-15%). This air void range in specimens 60-63 mm height was 

reached with a compaction energy of 100 gyrations. 

In the case of the Wheel Tracking samples, the compaction was carried out 

by a circular segment compactor, by means of a height control protocol of the 

specimen. To achieve the desired density (100% of that achieved in cylindrical 

samples of 100 mm in diameter, 60-63 mm in height and with 100 gyrations) the 

mass of mixture necessary was calculated for the dimensions of the mold 

(410x261x60 mm3). 
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4.4.1.2 Curing conditions 

The curing conditions are strictly linked to the behavior of the mixture since 

the properties of the material depend on phenomena such as the cement setting 

reaction, the evaporation of the water and the rejuvenation achieved with 

additives incorporated into the emulsion. 

There is consensus on the need for a curing period for mixtures containing 

cement. When accelerated curing is needed, the temperature is usually increased 

between 40 and 70 ºC and the period usually ranges from 3 to 7 days. On the 

other hand, slow laboratory curing can be performed up to 28 days at 

temperatures between 20 and 40 ºC, with or without humidity control. 

Given the importance of the control of the curing conditions, the following 

methodology has been proposed in this study. First of all, it is considered that in 

mixtures containing cement, it is necessary to conserve the humidity during the 

first days to allow the setting process of the cement to progress. Therefore, the 

specimens were covered with a plastic film, leaving the upper face exposed (Fig. 

4.5), because under actual construction conditions the evaporation and loss of 

water would occur mainly through the upper or exposed surface. 

After 7 days, the plastic cover was removed and the samples were placed 

in the oven at 50 ° C until constant weight was achieved after 3 days. 

 

Fig. 4.5 Curing of cylindrical samples: a) at room temperature, b) in oven at 50ºC. 

Since the samples for the Wheel Tracking test are large (410x261x60 mm3), 

a period of 7 days was established at 20ºC in the laboratory, and followed by a 

period of 7 days at 50ºC in the oven. The reason for prolonging the time in the 
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oven with respect to the protocol for specimens of the gyratory compactor was 

based on the fact that after 3 days in an oven at 50 °C, the Wheel Tracking 

samples did not reach constant weight; all the water  was not evaporated. This 

standard test conditions (in the oven at 50ºC until constant weight) is the same 

for the cylindrical gyratory samples and the parallelepiped wheel tracking test 

samples. The only difference is the time required to reach the constant weight 

condition; this target is reached for the wheel tracking specimens if the period in 

the oven is extended to 7 days. 

4.4.2 Mixture characterization. 

In this second phase of the study, a broad and systematic characterization 

of the recycled mixtures was carried out, including the four emulsion studied: E1, 

E2, E3 and E4. The samples were tested through indirect tensile strength (EN 

12697-23), water sensitivity (EN 12697-12) and plastic deformations in the Wheel 

Tracking device (EN 12697-22). Additionally, the indirect tensile stiffness 

modulus in cylindrical specimens (EN 12697-26) after three days and at the end 

of the curing period, as well as fatigue life to indirect tensile with cylindrical 

specimens (EN 12697-24) were tested. 

The water sensitivity test determines the loss of cohesion caused by water 

attack in compacted bituminous mixtures. It is related to the aggregate-binder 

adhesiveness in a bituminous mixture. A group of 4 specimens is kept in the air, 

and another 4 specimens are immersed in a water bath at 49 ° C for 72 h, and 

finally, all the samples are tested at 15 °C. For each group, the average ITS 

(Indirect Tensile Strength) was calculated. The result of the test is the ITSR 

(Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio), defined as the ratio between ITSw and ITSd 

(wet and dry condition respectively) multiplied by 100. 

The Wheel Tracking test, carried out at 60°C, aims to determine the 

susceptibility of the bituminous mixture to plastically deform when subjected to 

loads, by measuring the rut depth that results from repeated passes of a loaded 

wheel. The result is the Wheel Tracking Slope (WTS) or speed of deformation 

between cycles 5000 and 10000. Each test includes 2 samples to calculate the 

average. 
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The stiffness modulus is a parameter that measures the easiness or 

difficulty of a material to elastically deform. One of the most used methods to 

measure the stiffness modulus is the diametrical indirect tensile test. The result 

is the ratio between the tension and the deformation in the diametrical plane of 

the specimen. Each result was based on 3 samples, subjected to the load of 1.4 

kN to determine the average value, and the test temperature was set at 20ºC. 

The fatigue life test measures the number of cycles the sample can resist 

before reducing its stiffness modulus to half the initial value. Three samples were 

tested at 20ºC and 10 Hz of frequency to calculate the average value of fatigue 

life. The same loading level was applied for all the specimens in the study; an 

initial deformation in the range of 100 to 400 με was obtained according to the 

testing conditions required by the standard procedure. 

4.5 RESULTS 

The results obtained during the investigation are reported throughout the 

following paragraphs. The exposition has been divided into two parts:  The first 

part establishes a fluid content based on the volumetric properties, and the 

second part to fully characterize the properties of formulations around the initial 

one and to define the influence of the emulsion and cement content in the 

performance of the mixture.   

4.5.1 Premix and compaction study. 

The study was carried out with 1, 2, 3 and 4% of water. It was observed that 

1% of premix water was not enough because this percentage was not able to 

moisten the material homogeneously while 4% was excessive; it was evident that 

the water completely soaked the material and caused an excess when adding the 

emulsion (Fig. 4.6). 
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Fig.4.6 Premix water a) 1%(scare)  b) 4%(excessive). 

Considering this fact, it was decided to continue the study with 2 and 3% of 

premix water and different emulsion contents. To corroborate that there was no 

loss of water the loose material has been weighed before compacting it and then, 

the compacted specimens have been weighed and it has been verified that there 

was no loss of water in the specimens. The bulk density was measured in 

specimens of 100 mm diameter and 100-110mm height, compacted with 200 

gyrations in the gyratory compactor. The results are shown in Fig. 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.7 Influence of the fluids on the bulk density. Samples 100-110 mm height, 

200 gyrations. 

The mixture with 3% of premix water showed a bulk density (after dried in 

oven) above the values for the mixture with 2% of premix water, for all the 

contents of emulsion tested (1-4%). Based on these results, it was decided to fix 

the premix water at 3%. 

For the study of optimum moisture (Premix water + emulsion), a series of 

100-110 mm height specimens was made, varying the E1 emulsion percentages 

and the cement contents. Then they were placed in the oven at 50ºC until 

constant weight. The bulk density (EN 12697-6) was determined and the density-

emulsion content curves were elaborated (Fig.4.8). 
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Fig. 4.8 Bulk density vs Emulsion content. Samples 100-110mm height, 200 

gyrations. 

The percentage of air voids in the mixture (EN 12697-8) was calculated for 

that same series of samples. The aim was to obtain an air void content similar to 

that achieved in situ, which is usually between 10 and 15% for cold recycled with 

RAP [43]. 
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Fig. 4.9 Air void content. Samples 100-110mm height, 200 gyrations. 

As can be seen in figure 4.9, dosages with 0% and 1% of cement practically 

overlap, indicating that in terms of compactability it is hard to discriminate the 

presence of cement. On the other side, the graph for 2% and 3% of cement are 

very close to each other. The 3% has a minimum contribution to the compaction 

and for this reason, 3% of cement were discarded. The strongest decrease of the 

air voids takes place between the ranges of 1 to 2% of cement and therefore it is 

interesting to study the 1.5% cement content. That is why the study was carried 

out using 1.5% and 2% cement content. For 2% of cement, the emulsion content 

with a better contribution to compaction is 4%, that means a ratio bitumen/cement 

(b/c) of 2. In this line, two formulations were selected to continue with the works. 

Formulation A with 3% of emulsion and 1.5% of cement, and formulation B, with 

4% emulsion and 2%  cement. 

All the above mentioned studies were carried out with samples of 100 mm 

diameter and 100-110 mm height compacted with 200 gyrations. Nevertheless, 

the specimens tested in the standard laboratory test procedures for ITS, water 
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sensitivity, stiffness modulus and diametric indirect tensile fatigue are 100 mm in 

diameter and approximately 60 mm height. To determine the number of gyrations 

needed for the 60-63 mm specimens to have the same density and air voids 

content as the 100-110 mm samples compacted with 200 gyrations, a series of 

specimens from both A and B dosages with  E1 emulsion was produced. The 

objective was to obtain the evolution of densities and air voids content in the mix 

depending on the number of gyrations of the compactor for heights of 60-63 mm. 

Figure 4.10 and 4.11 shows the evolution of the bulk density and air void 

content after curing the 60-63 mm specimens with the number of gyrations of the 

gyratory compactor. Each point on the graph is the average of two compacted 

specimens for each level of compaction. It is observed that when increasing the 

compaction energy, a greater density and a lower air void content is obtained with 

both mixtures A1 and B1 (mixtures with emulsion E1). 

 

Fig. 4.10 Bulk density vs compaction energy. 
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In Figure 4.11, the air void content of mixtures A1 (interpolated) and B1 

obtained from the compaction of specimens 100-110 mm height with 200 

gyrations have also been inserted (dashed lines). The intersection of these lines 

with the graphs of mixture A1 and B1 indicate the number of equivalent gyrations 

for specimens of 60-63 mm. In the case of mixture A1, it would take approximately 

140 gyrations and in the case of mixture B1, 100 gyrations would be necessary. 

However, in order to maintain the same compaction energy for all the mixtures 

under study, the compaction was adopted with a general rule with 100 gyrations 

for specimens of 100 mm in diameter and 60-63 mm in height. 

 

Fig. 4.11 Air void content vs compaction energy. 

A more detailed subsequent study of the compatibility showed that the 

height of the mixing specimens A1 and B1 evolved in a very similar way (Fig. 

4.12). This fact confirms that it was reasonable to adopt the same number of 

gyrations for all the mixtures under study. 
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Additionally, the Spanish technical prescriptions for road maintenance PG-

4[62] recommends 100 gyrations as compaction energy for this type of recycled 

mixtures, which confirms the decision taken in this investigation. 

 

Fig. 4.12 Evolution of sample Height vs number of gyrations. 

As a result of the above data, it was decided to compact the samples with 

100mm diameter and 60-63 mm height at 100 gyrations with a gyratory 

compactor. This is the type of samples for the indirect tensile stress, water 

sensibility, stiffness modulus and fatigue test. 

4.5.2 Characterization of the mixtures 

Since the protocol to compact the mixtures had been defined in the first 

stage of the investigation, the characterization of the mixture with different 

formulations was then carried out.  Water sensitivity, resistance to permanent 

deformations, stiffness modulus and fatigue life of the mixture were tested. The 

formulations A and B, combined with emulsion E1, E2, E3 and E4 were studied. 

Table 4.4 shows a list of the mixtures under study. 
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Table 4.4 Studied mixtures. 

NOMENCLATURE EMULSION % WATER % EMULSION % CEMENT 

A1 E1 3% 3% 1.5% 

A2 E2 3% 3% 1.5% 

A3 E3 3% 3% 1.5% 

A4 E4 3% 3% 1.5% 

B1 E1 3% 4% 2.0% 

B2 E2 3% 4% 2.0% 

B3 E3 3% 4% 2.0% 

B4 E4 3% 4% 2.0% 

Apart from these eight mixtures, a parallel series with no cement was 

manufactured to clearly identify the influence of the cement.  

4.5.2.1 Water sensitivity. 

Fig. 4.13 shows the results of ITS in dry and wet conditions of the mixtures. 

 

Fig. 4.13 ITS dry and wet. 
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It can be observed that formulation B, with 4% emulsion and 2% cement, has the 

highest indirect tensile strength (ITS) compared to the A samples, with 3% 

emulsion and 1.5% cement. The Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio (ITSR) is also 

better for formulation B with more cement and emulsion (Fig. 4.14). 

 

Fig 4.14 Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio (ITSR). 

In general, the absolute values of ITS are intermediate, while the 

percentages of ITSR are medium-high, especially in the case of formulation B 

and compared to those obtained by other researchers. The samples with no 

cement showed poor performance compared to the corresponding formulation 

with cement (Fig. 4.13), meaning that cement plays an essential role to achieve 

improved ITS and ITSR values.  
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4.5.2.2 Wheel Tracking 

The shape of the Wheel Tracking sample is shown in Figure 4.15.  

 

Fig. 4.15 Wheel Tracking sample. 

 

Fig. 4.16 Wheel tracking slope. 
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There is no significant difference between formulations A and B. 

Furthermore, it seems evident that the use of cement as an additive improves the 

resistance to plastic deformation (Fig. 4.16). Mixtures with cement generally offer 

good results below the value 0.10 mm / 1000 cycles required by the Spanish 

technical Specification for roads and bridges PG-3 [72] for hot mixes and 

temperate climates. It is worth mentioning that PG-4 [62] for recycled mixtures 

with emulsion does not require a rutting resistance test. By adopting this criterion 

for cold recycled materials, mixtures without cement fail to reach this 

specification. However, the mixtures with cement did accomplish the value of 

0.10mm / 1000 cycles, maximum allowed in the hot mix asphalt specifications 

(PG-3). 

Given these results for the rutting resistance, it seems convenient to include 

requirements regarding permanent deformations in the specifications for recycled 

mixtures with emulsion. 

4.5.2.3 Stiffness Modulus 

The samples were tested at two curing times after production in order to 

evaluate the gain achieved with each curing condition. The first age was after 3 

days of curing at a room temperature of 20 °C with a plastic film at the periphery 

of the sample (Fig. 4.5a); this film was removed during the test. The second curing 

time was at the end of the curing process, once the plastic cover was removed 

(7 days) and dried in an oven at 50ºC until constant weight (3 days). This second 

stage would correspond to the long-term performance of the material. The results 

are presented in Fig. 4.17 and 4.18. 
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Fig. 4.17 Stiffness modulus at short and long curing time. 

 

Fig. 4.18 Phase Angle at short and long curing time. 
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It can be observed that, as the curing age of the samples increases, the 

stiffness modulus increases remarkably while the angle phase decreases, thus 

revealing that the material gains rigidity and  increases elasticity slightly. 

Again,  mixture B, with 4% Emulsion and 2% cement, offers the highest 

stiffness modulus values. As for the emulsions, the results seem to be better for 

the E1 emulsion. 

The addition of cement results in an improvement of the stiffness modulus 

in all cases, so it seems advisable to use it, whatever the emulsion is. 

4.5.2.4 Fatigue resistance 

Indirect tensile fatigue tests were carried out on compacted cylindrical 

specimens with 100 gyrations in a gyratory compactor, as mentioned above. To 

homogenize the test for all the materials under study, the test was done in stress-

controlled conditions, with a maximum load of 1.4 kN. The results are shown in 

Fig. 4.19. 

 

Fig. 4.19 Fatigue resistance. 
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It can be observed that formulation B offers more resistance than 

formulation A, because of the higher content of emulsion and cement. It is also 

observed that mixtures without cement offer a lower fatigue life, so it seems 

essential that these recycled mixtures incorporate cement, as long as these 

percentages of 1.5 or 2.0% do not promote excessive rigidity that could 

compromise fatigue life, as shown in the previous section. 

4.6 PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS 

From the study carried out interesting results have been obtained, on which the 

following conclusions are based. 

 The RAP for cold recycling obtained from a pavement can be used without 

the addition of virgin aggregate if a suitable gradation curve is obtained from 

the milling of the old pavement. This condition has allowed the manufacture 

of recycled mixtures with 100% RAP. 

 The selection of the most suitable premix water content was made based on 

the criterion of the  percentages that allow the adequate wetting of the RAP 

as well as the lowest air voids content 

 The use of the gyratory compactor for the production of samples in the 

laboratory has been successfully applied for the compaction of cylindrical 

samples of this type of mixture. 

 Regarding the energy of compaction, it was decided to establish a target for 

the air void content in the range of 10-15% as reported in the bibliography for 

the field project of this material. With this approach, samples of 100 mm 

diameter and 100-110 mm height were compacted with 200 gyrations. For 

the production of samples of 60-63 mm height, the level of energy  adequate 

was 100 gyrations, which corresponds to similar air void content of those for 

the samples of 100-110 mm in height and 200 gyrations, and are similar to 

the values reported by researchers from field cores. In the case of specimens 

for the Wheel tracking test, the compaction was carried out with circular 

segment compactor, with height control of the specimen, so that the air void 

was similar to the cylindrical samples.  
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 For the curing process, the 100 mm diameter specimens were cured for 7 

days at room temperature, covered by a perimeter plastic film that reduces 

evaporation and maintains the water required by the cement to hydrate.  They 

were then cured at 50ºC in an oven until constant weight, for which 3 days 

are needed. In the case of the Wheel tracking specimens, they remain in the 

oven at 50ºC during 7 days. Otherwise the evaporation of the residual water 

up to the constant weight of the specimens is not achieved. 

 Regarding the mechanical properties that have been measured in the mixture 

during the study, an important level of coherence has been observed 

between the results of ITS, water sensitivity, stiffness modulus and fatigue. 

In all cases,  higher percentages of emulsion and cement led to superior 

values of these properties. On the contrary, the lack of cement can result in 

plastic deformation failure.  

 All these trends observed for the influence of the emulsion and cement 

content on the properties of the mixture seem to be valid for the four 

emulsions under study. This fact could indicate that the conclusion shows a 

proper degree of generality, compatible with various emulsions. 
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 CURRENT STATE OF THE DESIGN METHODOLOGIES OF ASPHALT MIXTURES 

5.1.1 Some critical considerations 

One of the most common practices in the search for alternatives that reduce 

the exploitation of natural resources is the use of waste materials with 

characteristics suitable for the composition of asphalt mixtures. The most studied 

alternatives are the use of reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) [73]. Its use 

reduces CO2 emissions [74], and leads to considerable environmental benefits 

by transforming waste materials into a valuable resource [75], so considered due 

to the high quality of its aggregates and its asphalt binder [76]. 

The asphalt is 100% recyclable and can be used for repairing old roads or 

for the construction of new ones [77]. One hundred percent of the recovered 

asphalt can be recycled using different methods [78]. Cold recycling methods 
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lead to economic, environmental and construction benefits compared to the hot 

recycling method [76]. 

However, road authorities tend to limit the use of RAP in asphalt mixtures 

due to uncertainty about field performance [78]. The RAP content is usually 

limited by factors such as mix production temperatures, asphalt plant operating 

capacity, RAP variability and problems associated with workability and 

compaction [79]. In most cases, the percentage of RAP in the new asphalt mix is 

limited due to the difficulties when mixing the RAP with the virgin materials without 

an excessive increase in mixing temperatures [77]. Another factor is an excess 

of aggregates in the fine fraction caused by the grinding process or the degree of 

ageing of the binder [73]. The most crucial characteristic of RAP material that 

affects the properties and performance of recycled mixtures is the ageing of the 

binder [80]. 

Asphalt mixtures with a high content of RAP (RAP contents between 25 and 

100%) can present some critical aspects: greater stiffness and fragility of the 

binder, sensitivity to water and long-term performance and the cost of the 

additives [75]. 

Despite all the advantages, several researchers have expressed concern 

about the premature failure of asphalt pavements containing high amounts of 

RAP due to fatigue and low temperature cracking [81]. 

The durability of the recycling of asphalt mixtures is another issue that 

concerns pavement engineers. The influence of the incorporation of any marginal 

material on the strength of the asphalt mixture should be clarified to ensure 

adequate performance of the pavement [82]. 

Unfortunately, RAP is not always homogeneous, which is one of the main 

obstacles regarding the use of this material and therefore imposes limitations on 

the maximum RAP content. The lack of homogeneity is caused by the variability 

of the ground pavement, which combines RAP from several sources, different 

pavement ages, damage states and multiple layer milling [83].  

The physical and mechanical properties of asphalt mixtures are essential to 

evaluate in the laboratory because they are related to the main failure 
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mechanisms observed in asphalt pavements: fatigue and thermal cracking, 

formation of permanent deformation and durability. The properties related to 

cracking are rigidity, tensile strength and resistance to cyclic loading; the 

properties related to the deformation of the mixture are the void content, stiffness 

and plastic deformation during the cyclic loading and, the durability are related to 

moisture damage and aging of the binder [79] . In this sense, the tests traditionally 

selected for the laboratory studies were the indirect tensile strength test (ITS), the 

stiffness modulus test, the water sensitivity test and the rutting test[79]. 

Modifications of asphalt pavements with RAP can be facilitated  by the 

addition of some stabilizers or additives such as Portland cement. Portland 

cement looks promising regarding the improvement of the mechanical properties 

of cold recycled asphalt concrete. This is due to several factors: It accelerates the 

curing process of emulsions in a cold recycled bitumen mixture, it increases the 

viscosity of the binder, and it increases the strength of the mixture against 

compressive stress compared to pure asphalt binder. It has been reported that 

Portland cement could improve Marshall Stability, elastic modulus, ITS, moisture 

sensitivity and rutting resistance of mixtures [76]. 

The mixture containing both the asphalt emulsion and Portland cement 

could be difficult to predict, since Portland cement is an elastic material and its 

mechanical properties are almost independent of temperature changes, while 

asphalt is a viscoelastic material and the physical and mechanical properties are 

highly dependent on temperature [76].  

5.1.2 The need of a design methodology. 

The asphalt industry has been under pressure to reduce its emissions. This 

reduction can be achieved, on the one hand, by decreasing the mixing and 

placement temperatures of the asphalt mixtures [5]. A reduction in the 

manufacturing temperature of 20°C means 25% energy saving and reduction in 

the emission of greenhouse gases between 20 and 35% [74]. 

The new circular economy package issued by the European Commission in 

December 2015 aims to increase the use of recycled material and RAP in road 

construction by promoting the cradle-to-cradle strategy to save raw materials, 

reduce carbon footprint of the construction process and save money [78].  
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Traditional RAP contents vary from 20 to 30% in the United States for the 

wear and binder asphalt layers, respectively. While, in some European countries, 

the maximum content of RAP permitted is 50% for the new base layers of asphalt 

[79]. In most European countries, the amount of asphalt recovered and the 

production of asphalt containing RAP continues to grow regularly [77]. 

Extensive research has been carried out to evaluate the effects of including 

RAP in asphalt mixtures, such as the properties of the recycled asphalt binder as 

well as the asphalt mix containing RAP [84]. 

Extensive laboratory studies have also been conducted to examine the 

effects of the use of RAP from the perspectives of: 1) the properties of recycled 

asphalt binders and 2) the properties of asphalt mixtures containing RAP. 

However, the actual field performance of asphalt pavements incorporating RAP 

is rarely documented. Notably, there is a lack of information on the long-term 

performance of asphalt pavements containing RAP compared to pavements that 

only use virgin mixtures. Such data would not only be useful for understanding 

the engineering performance of RAP mixtures, but would also be critical for the 

life cycle analysis of pavements containing RAP [85]. 

Because the intention is obtaining mixtures that present the best service 

performance, study methodologies that maximise the properties of the mixtures 

have been carried out, to find mixtures that are more resistant and durable. Mixing 

diagrams and prediction formulas are commonly used to select the appropriate 

virgin binder, taking into account the viscosity values of the final designed product 

or the final penetration value [75]. In other cases, it has been decided to consider 

either the void content or the indirect tensile strength as the only decision 

parameters to choose the most suitable mixtures. 

In other cases[56], the design is based on the modified Marshall method, 

which includes a study of the optimum moisture content as well as optimum 

emulsion content from the ITS and the water sensitivity test. Nevertheless, in the 

absence of technical standards, concerning the volumetric parameters to be 

observed in this type of mixtures, the optimisation of the bulk density has also 

been the chief parameter regarding the methodology of design [86]. 
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A more extensive method for the mix design [87] is reported with the 

following phases. 

1. Optimization of fluid content from bulk density, air void. 

2. Optimization of cement content through ITS and stiffness modulus. 

3. Optimization of emulsion content based on ITS and stiffness modulus. 

A study with foamed asphalt [88] is based on desirability functions in which 

the final properties of the mixture are evaluated with standardised and 

established criteria. The evaluation varies from 0 (not acceptable) to 1 (most 

desired) for each property and the final evaluation of the mixture is through the 

product of the desirability indexes of each evaluated property. 

Definitely, there is no consensus on the most appropriate methodologies for 

designing cold recycled mixtures with emulsion. Due to the complexity of this type 

of mixtures a broader study is required that considers all these properties in an 

integrated manner, as well as considering the value of each one of them in the 

final behaviour of the mixture; in this way, a more realistic evaluation for each of 

the dosages studied would be achieved. 

Therefore, in this part of the work, a series of possible dosages of a mixture 

is evaluated and, based on the results of the laboratory tests, a methodology is 

proposed that integrates all of them in a single value. These are then comparable 

and allows us to consider the best result. The aim of the study is not only to 

evaluate the mixture produced in the laboratory, but also to establish a 

methodology that can be applied to other cold recycled mixtures with emulsion, 

and in this way to promote the progress of this type of technology. 

5.2 MATERIALS 

A cold mix with emulsion was produced using 100% RAP, a fixed 

percentage of pre-mix water of 3% by weight of the RAP, three percentages of 

emulsion E1 (2,3 and 4%), as well as 3 percentages (0, 1 and 2%) of Portland 

cement. 

The RAP used consists of material milled on site. It was decided to perform 

a cold mix with 100% RAP with a granulometry within the RE2 band (black curve) 
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recommended by the Spanish General Technical Specifications for Road 

Conservation Works PG-4[62]. The granulometry chosen for the mixture is shown 

in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Granulometric band RE2 (PG4). 

SIEVE (mm) 20 12.5 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.063 

ADOPTED CURVE 100.0 75.0 63.0 44.0 27.0 10.2 6.6 2.7 

MÍNIMUM 80.0 62.0 49.0 31.0 19.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 

MÁXIMUM 100.0 89.0 77.0 58.0 42.0 20.0 10.0 3.0 

 

Fig. 5.1 RE2 Granulometry and adopted curve. 

The RE2 band was used because the granulometry obtained on site through 

the milling of the existing pavement is within the limits established by this band, 

and no granulometric re-composition was required.  

The maximum density (EN 12697-5) of the RAP was 2.443 kg/m3. The aged 

bitumen was extracted from the RAP to know its properties. Table 5.2 presents 

the results. 
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Table 5.2 Properties of the recovery binder. 

PROPERTIES NORMATIVE VALUES 

Bitumen (% over weight of RAP) EN 12697-1 4.89 

Softening Point (ºC) EN 1427 80.3 

Penetration (10-1mm) EN 1426 11 

A cationic bituminous emulsion aimed at cold recycling applications was 

used, with a residual bitumen content of 60%, slow breakage (B5), produced with 

rejuvenating agents (C60 B5 REC REJUV), provided by REPSOL. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY.  

The objective of the investigation was to select the dosage that offers the 

best service performance. With this in mind, a series of samples with different 

percentages of cement and emulsion were manufactured in the laboratory. 

The tests carried out were: water sensitivity (EN 12697-12), Wheel tracking 

(EN 12697-22), stiffness modulus (EN 12697-26) and diametrical fatigue (EN 

12697-24). For water sensitivity, stiffness modulus and diametrical fatigue test, 

cylindrical specimens of 100 mm in diameter were manufactured using the 

gyratory compactor with an internal rotation angle of 0.82º, a speed of 30 rpm, a 

maximum pressure of 600 KPa and 100 gyrations. In the case of the Wheel 

Tracking test, the specimens were compacted with roller compactor to obtain 

99% of the density of those specimens compacted with the gyratory compactor. 

 In our case, the emulsion contents of 2, 3 and 4% and cement contents of 

0, 1 and 2% over the weight of the aggregate were studied. The possible 

combinations are shown in table 5.3, as well as the number of samples produced 

for each test. The nomenclature of a mixture consists of a letter “C” followed by 

the content of cement and a letter “E” followed by the content of emulsion. For 

example, C0E2 represent a mixture with 0% of cement and 2% of emulsion. 
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Table 5.3 Produced samples. 

NOMENCLATURE* Water sensitivity Stiffness modulus Fatigue life Total 

C0E2 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C0E3 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C0E4 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C1E2 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C1E3 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C1E3 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C2E2 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C2E3 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

C2E4 8 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 3 ϕ 100mm 14 

TOTAL 72 27 27 126 

5.3.1 Production of the samples. 

The cylindrical specimens were manufactured at room temperature (20-

25ºC) following the steps shown in figure 5.2. 

 

Fig. 5.2 Production of cylindrical samples. 
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Regarding the curing process, the specimens were covered with a plastic 

film leaving the upper face exposed (Fig. 5.3), taking into account that under 

actual construction conditions evaporation and water loss would occur only on 

the surface. The covered specimens were kept for 7 days at room temperature 

and then the plastic cover was removed and placed in the oven at 50° C until 

constant weight, which was achieved after 3 days in the oven.  

In the case of Wheel Tracking samples, a period of 7 days was established 

at room temperature, and then 7 days at 50ºC in the oven. This change in the 

time of curing in the oven was adopted because it was observed that after 3 days 

the samples remained humid. Nevertheless, after 7 days the samples did reach 

the constant weight. For this reason, this period was established as the curing 

time to be applied in all the wheel tracking specimens for this study. 

 

Fig. 5.3 Curing process of cylindrical samples: a) at room temperature, b) in the 

oven at 50ºC 

5.3.2 Mechanical Testing 

The water sensitivity test (EN 12697-12) determines the loss of cohesion 

caused by water attack in compacted bituminous mixtures. It is related to the 

aggregate-binder adhesiveness. For this test, 8 samples were manufactured for 

each dosage, 4 that were kept in dry conditions and 4 tested after been immersed 

in a water bath at 40ºC for 72 hours. The results obtained were the indirect tensile 

strength (ITS) and the Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio (ITSR), which are shown in 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.4 Indirect Tensile Strength. 

 

Fig. 5.5 Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio. 
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The Wheel Tracking test (EN 12697-22), carried out at 60ºC, aims to 

determine the susceptibility of the bituminous mixture to suffer plastic deformation 

when subjected to loads, by measuring the rut resulting from repeated passes of 

a loaded wheel (Fig. 5.6). Two samples of each dosage were manufactured and 

the result was the average value expressed in mm / 103 cycles. Figure 5.7 shows 

the results obtained in each mixture. 

 

Fig. 5.6 Wheel tracking test sample. 

 

Fig. 5.7 Wheel tracking slope. 
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The stiffness modulus is the ratio between the stress and the strain of the 

asphalt mixture. This parameter is related to the structural performance of the 

material in the pavement. One of the most commonly used methods to measure 

the stiffness modulus is through the diametrical indirect tensile test (EN 12697-

26). To carry out this study, three specimens were manufactured for each 

formula, which were tested at 20°C in 2 directions as the standard indicates 

(perpendicular to each other). The result (Fig.5.8) of the test was the average of 

the stiffness module obtained in the three specimens in both directions (6 

measurements). 

 

Fig. 5.8 Stiffness Modulus.  

The fatigue life test (EN 12697-24) measures the number of load cycles that 

the sample can resist before reducing its modulus to half of the initial. For the 

study, carried out at 20°C, a load of 1.4 KN was used. With this load, all the 

mixtures met  the deformation range established in the standard (100-400 με). 

The results are presented in figure 5.9. 
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Fig. 5.9 Fatigue life. 

In addition to the mechanical test, the air void content has also been 

calculated and is presented in figure 5.10, for which it was necessary to measure 

the maximum density and bulk density. The apparent density was calculated as 

the average of the apparent densities of the cylindrical specimens manufactured 

for each formula. 
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Fig. 5.10 Percentage of air voids. 

The summary of the results obtained for each formula are presented in 

Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 Measured results of the tests. 

MIXTURE Air void 

(%) 

ITSdry 

(KPa) 

ITSR 

(%) 

WTS 

(mm/103 

cycles) 

Stiffness 

Modulus 

(MPa) 

Fatigue 

life 

(cycles) 

C0E2 15,2 775,0 75,7 0,089 2793,9 2540 

C0E3 15,7 853,5 85,0 0,200 3056,7 3980 

C0E4 14,0 921,5 93,0 0,337 3105,8 7373 

C1E2 16,0 665,0 85,3 0,043 2986,2 640 

C1E3 14,4 865,8 93,2 0,072 3928,6 5787 

C1E4 12,7 1052,3 92,1 0,139 4503,3 15440 

C2E2 15,5 758,8 87,2 0,036 6178,9 8947 

C2E3 14,0 914,8 98,8 0,030 6211,6 21980 

C2E4 11,0 1096,0 103,5 0,061 6308,3 71327 
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Nine mixtures were tested for six properties (Air voids, indirect Tensile 

Stress, Indirect tensile Strength Ratio, Wheel Tracking, Stiffness Modulus and 

Fatigue life) and 9x6=54 values were obtained. It is not easy to make a fair 

comparison with such a variety of properties and values. For this reason, the 

following paragraph proposes a methodology to qualify in just one value all the 

results obtained for each mixture. In this way, the comparison of the mixture 

under study is easier to carry out. 

5.4 PROPOSAL OF METHODOLOGY FOR MIXTURE DESIGN 

5.4.1  Performance Index. 

This investigation proposes a methodology to evaluate the behaviour of the 

mixtures due to the variation of the content of emulsion and cement, based on 

the results of the tests carried out previously. These tests have been chosen 

because they are standardized, their use is generalized to evaluate the properties 

of asphalt mixtures so that they are comparable to previous studies in the 

bibliography, and they measure different properties of the material. The air void 

content in the mix is one of the most used parameters in the mix design, besides 

it is easy to be performed during work quality control. On the other hand, the 

water sensitivity measures the resistance to water attack of the aggregate-binder 

bonds, through the ITS in this case, which has great importance in regions with 

humid or rainy climates. The Wheel tracking is relevant because permanent 

deformations are a major mode of failure in regions where pavements reach high 

temperatures, which can seriously compromise the operation of the vehicles. The 

stiffness modulus is one of the parameters that indicate the structural 

performance of the material in the pavement layers. Additionally, the fatigue 

resistance can be related to the medium-long term structural performance of the 

material and can be related to the life span of the pavement. 

Performance indexes were defined to evaluate the results obtained from a 

test in a range of 0.0 to 1.0. The relationship between the result of the test and 

the performance index is stated in a graph for every test. These graphs, which 

are explained below, evaluate the results of the tests considering as a maximum 

value those results more favorable for the excellent performance of the mixture. 
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The final score of a mixture is calculated using the average of all performance 

indexes obtained for the mixture. 

A graph for the air void performance index is presented in Fig. 5.11. The 

minimum air voids content for the mixture under study was 11.01 for C2L40 

mixture. 

 

 

Fig. 5.11 Air Void Index (IAir voids) 

According to the literature referred to above, the values of air void content 

for a cold recycled mixture with emulsion generally ranges between 10 and 20%. 

This proposal takes the content of 10% as the compaction objective, established 

as the maximum value (1). The value of the index decreases linearly by 

increasing the air void content, reaching zero by 20%, established as the 

maximum air void limit. Due to the nature of this type of mixtures, it is very difficult 

to obtain very low void contents. Hence, low void contents could be due to an 

inadequate granulometry, so it is established that below 10% of air void content 

the index decreases linearly until reaching a value of 0.25 for 2.5%. Values lower 

than 2.5% are practically impossible, but a constant index of 0.25 is assumed. 

The indirect tensile strength is a property of the mixture that depends on the 

materials with which it has been produced. Therefore, it is not possible to 

establish fixed numerical values to evaluate the behaviour of all mixtures and so 

it is expressed from the maximum value obtained. It is proposed that values lower 

than 20% of the maximum ITS have a value of 0; between 20% to 80% of the 
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maximum value of ITS have a value that grows from 0 to 1 in a linear manner, 

and from values of 80% of the maximum the value of the index is 1 (Fig. 5.12). 

 

 

Fig 5.12 Indirect Tensile Strength Index (IITS)  

As for the Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio (Fig. 5.13), all values below 70% 

are considered as zero, since they are below the limits established in the article 

543 of the Spanish technical Specification for roads and bridges PG-3 [72] for low 

traffic. From 70% to 100% there will be a linear growth, starting from 0.25 for 70% 

until reaching the maximum rate at 100%. All values above 100% are considered 

as 1. 
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Fig. 5.13 Indirect Tensile Strength Ratio Index (IITSR) 

For the rutting (Fig 5.14) it was considered that the indexes must have a 

behavior that scores less as the rut depth increases. In the first instance, it is 

considered that the range between 0 and 0.02 is the most desired range, so the 

value of the index is set to 1. A value of 0.05, is still reasonably acceptable, so it 

is fixed a value of 0.8 to the index. Values in the range 0.02-0.05 decrease from 

1 to 0.8. From 0.08 to 0.1, the value decreases until it reaches zero, since it is 

the maximum value permitted in the specifications (EN 12697-22). 

 

Fig. 5.14 Wheel tracking Index (IWTS) 

As in the case of Indirect Tensile Stress, stiffness modulus is a property that 

cannot be expressed in terms of fixed values, so it is not possible to establish 

fixed numerical values to evaluate the behavior of all mixtures. Consequently, the 
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stiffness modulus index refers to the maximum value of stiffness modulus 

obtained from all the mixtures studied. We consider desirable values of 80% of 

the maximum value obtained for all the mixtures under study. For the values 

ranging from 0 to 80% of the maximum stiffness modulus, it is considered a linear 

increase ranging from 0 to 1. The proposed graph are presented in figure 5.15. 

 

Fig. 5.15 Stiffness Modulus Index (IStiffness) 

Fatigue turned out to be a  complex phenomenon, due to the dispersion of the 

results obtained.  As in the case of the stiffness module, it cannot be expressed 

in absolute numerical values, but rather relative to the maximum value obtained. 

Therefore, the following considerations have been taken into account. 

 The maximum value of cycles obtained is considered as the best score. 

Consequently, it is assigned an index value of 1. 

 It is considered that 2/3 of the maximum value is established as an 

intermediate value, so half the value of the index is assigned; 0.5. 

 It is established that 1/3 of the maximum value is a value equal to one 

quarter of the value obtained by the maximum, i.e. 0.25. 

Considering the above, equation 1 has been proposed that meets the 

established criteria. 
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0,125𝑥2(3𝐹 / 𝐹.𝑚𝑎𝑥)                                      (1) 

Where F is the fatigue value (number of cycles to failure) obtained for the 

mixture and F. max is the maximum value of cycles obtained in the diametric 

fatigue test.  

Additionally, it has been established that the equation is valid for values higher 

than 10% of the maximum value of fatigue cycles in the range of 0 to 10% the 

value increases linearly from zero. The fatigue index graph is presented in figure 

5.16. 

 

Fig. 5.16 Diametrical Fatigue life Index (IFatigue). 

5.4.2 Evaluation of the design. 

With the defined indexes to evaluate the behaviour of the material, the 

evaluation is carried out, so that each mixture will have an index value for each 

assessed  property. With the values of all the indices, a Global Performance Index 

(GPI) of the formula is obtained as the average of the six indexes of a 

mixture(Eq.2). Therefore, the mixture with highest GPI will be considered the 

optimum formula. 

 

𝐺𝑃𝐼 =
(𝐼𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑠+𝐼𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠+𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑆+𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑆𝑅+𝐼𝑊𝑇𝑆+𝐼𝐹𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑒)

6
           (2) 
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5.5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. 

A summary of the performance indexes calculated according to the 

methodology proposed as well as the Global Performance Index are shown in 

table 5.5. 

Table 5.5. GPI for the formulas under study. 

MIXTURE 
Air voids 

(%) 

ITSdry 

(KPa) 

ITSR 

(%) 

WTS 

(mm/103 

cycles) 

Stiffness 

Modulus 

(MPa) 

Fatigue 

life 

(Cycles) 

GPI 

C0E2 0,4832 0,8452 0,3925 0,1760 0,5536 0,0548 0,4176 

C0E3 0,4265 0,9646 0,6250 0,0000 0,6057 0,0859 0,4513 

C0E4 0,5996 1,0000 0,8250 0,0000 0,6154 0,1550 0,5325 

C1E2 0,4026 0,6779 0,6325 0,8467 0,5917 0,0138 0,5275 

C1E3 0,5605 0,9832 0,8300 0,4480 0,7785 0,1249 0,6208 

C1E4 0,7351 1,0000 0,8025 0,0000 0,8923 0,1961 0,6043 

C2E2 0,4533 0,8205 0,6800 0,8933 1,0000 0,1623 0,6682 

C2E3 0,5983 1,0000 0,9700 0,9333 1,0000 0,2372 0,7898 

C2E4 0,8988 1,0000 1,0000 0,6240 1,0000 1,0000 0,9205 

 

According to the results obtained from the evaluation of the tests, some 

considerations can be made. It can be observed that for the air void content, 

indirect tensile strength and water sensitivity, both the increase in cement and the 

increase in emulsion improve the results.  

For the air void content, it can be noted that an increase in the cement 

content, or an increase in the emulsion content reduce the air void content, but 

an increase in both, boosts the efficiency in reducing air voids. This trend can be 

attributed to the fact that the emulsion, as well as the cement, fills the voids 

among the RAP particles.  
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In relation to the indirect tensile strength it can be noted that the increase in 

cement improves the resistance obtained. The most considerable enhancement 

occurs as the emulsion content increases as well. This conclusion can be related 

to the fact that there is a better coating of the aggregates, so that the bounds 

established among the RAP particles are better. In the case of water sensitivity, 

the component that improves the ITSR is primarily the content of cement. 

As for the Wheel tracking test, it can be observed that an increase in the 

emulsion content produces higher results in the WTSair. Therefore it is 

detrimental to the mixture. On the contrary, the cement content reduces the 

rutting values considerably, making the mixture more resistant to permanent 

deformations. 

In the stiffness modulus and fatigue tests, the primary factor affecting the 

results is cement, as there is a pronounced improvement in both, the values of 

the stiffness and the resistance to fatigue cycles. 

These results, apparently contradictory in some cases (i.e. the increase of 

emulsion improves some properties but can make the mixture prone to rutting), 

make evident the need for a method that gets together all the variables involved 

in the performance of the mixture and allows the engineer to make an objective 

decision on the ultimate job mix formula. 

The calculated GPI for each formula reflects the behaviour of the mixture. 

The higher the GPI, the better the performance of the mixture. The results were 

represented in a matrix whose axes represent the cement content and the 

emulsion content, as shown in figure 5.17. For this case of study the optimum 

formula contains 2% of cement and 4% of emulsion over weight of RAP. 
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Fig. 5.17 Matrix of the performance of every dosage. 

However, it must be noted that this analysis is based on the performance of 

the material, but does not take into account economic aspects, which should be 

considered at the time of selecting a mixture formula.  

5.6 PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS 

The present research has developed a design methodology with the aim of 

simplifying the choice of the best mixture formula. The idea is to obtain a Global 

Performance Index (GPI) that allows us to systematically evaluate each mixture. 

For this purpose, the tests of the following properties have been chosen, which 

combine both volumetric and mechanical parameters: Air void content, indirect 

tensile stress (ITS), water sensitivity (ITSR), wheel tracking, stiffness modulus 

and fatigue life.  

Parallel to these works, evaluation systems of each property based on 

performance graphs has been developed while considering the current 

regulations of each test as well as the experiences obtained by other researchers. 

From the results obtained in the laboratory, each property has been considered  

to obtain the respective performance index. Once the results of all the indexes 

were obtained, the evaluation of each mixture was carried out through the Global 
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Performance Index (GPI). The obtained results were graphically represented, 

which led us to the following conclusions. 

 The proposed indexes are sensitive to changes, so the GPI varies 

depending on the job mix formula analysed.  

 The method considers multiple parameters of the mixture that are 

simplified with the methodology in a single value (GPI) which guarantees 

that the choice of a mixture is based on technical and quantitative criteria. 

 The Global Performance Index can be used not only to compare variations 

of a job mix formula, but also to compare the results of several gradations, 

emulsions, etc. 

This study presents a methodology that seems promising for the 

optimization of this type of mixtures. In particular, it has been used to compare 

the proportions of materials for its design, but in the same way, it can be 

implemented for the comparison of mixtures of this type with materials of different 

origins. This is due to the fact that the evaluation parameters chosen are 

established to assess any mixture of this nature. Finally, it intends to provide a 

methodology that improves the optimisation of cold recycled mixtures with 

emulsion. By doing so, this technique can be used progressively and in this way 

could contribute to improving road pavements, more efficiently when carried out 

in situ, with less environmental impact. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TOWARD A RESILIENT MIXTURE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 SELF HEALING OF PAVEMENTS AS A PROMISING ALTERNATIVE 

Asphalt pavements are prone to cracking due to many factors such as traffic 

loadings, construction deficiencies  and severe environmental conditions. Cracks 

are detrimental to pavements in many ways by either weakening its mechanical 

properties or lowering its durability by creating pathways for water entering the 

structure and accelerating its deterioration and the need for maintenance. 

Cracking is also the leading cause of many pavement distresses (e.g., stripping 

between asphalt concrete (AC) layers, loss of subgrade support, etc.). The 

rehabilitation of pavement damage caused by cracking failure is usually 

expensive. Therefore, there is a critical need to evaluate and implement emerging 

technologies, which may enhance the cracking resistance of asphalt 

concrete[89]. 

Over the last years several studies have proposed different technology with 

the aim of accelerating the process of self-healing and one of the most important 
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is the Microwave Radiation Heating. An optimisation of this self-healing process 

can be achieved by incorporating additives that are more susceptible to 

microwave energy. This research aimed to evaluate the effect of adding different 

percentages of Slag in a Cold-Recycling mixture on the self-healing properties 

and study the effects that temperature and re-compaction on the self-healing 

potential of the mixture. For this reason, the study has been divided into two parts. 

The first one is a study of the heating of the mixtures designed with different 

percentages of slag, while the second one studies the effects of the temperature 

and the energy of re-compaction in the Healing Rate (HR). The results show that, 

separately, the increase of temperature and the intensification of the energy of 

compaction do not produce an increase in HR. Nevertheless, a combination of 

them produces very promising results. 

6.2 SELF HEALING IN ASPHALT MIXTURES 

Asphalt is a special kind of raw material, which has an original ability to heal 

itself under some conditions [90]. It is well known that asphalt can repair the 

damage inside, recover its strength, and fatigue life autonomously during rest 

periods. Many investigations have demonstrated that temperature is the 

dominant factor influencing the self-healing properties of asphalt concrete: an 

increase in the test temperature not only increases the self-healing rate but also 

shortens the total time needed for full healing [91]. 

Healing of asphaltic materials is an intrinsic property that has been reported 

in the late 1960s and was noticed to occur at high temperatures and with long 

rest periods between loads. Furthermore, phenomenon such as binder thixotropy 

allows the time-dependent decrease in viscosity of the binder under shear and 

the recovery of viscosity when the flowstops . However, the micro-mechanisms 

responsible for healing were not clearly understood until the healing mechanisms 

were studied at different length scales in the last decades. [89] 

This self-healing happens naturally when the temperature is high enough, 

for example during summer. The problem is that the self-healing recovery of 

asphalt pavement is very slow at ambient temperature, and the traffic of vehicles  

on the road cannot be forbidden to allow enough self-healing recovery [92]. 

Nevertheless, it can also be promoted artificially by induction heating or by 
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microwave heating [93]. For this reason, asphalt mixture can be classified as a 

thermally induced self-healing material[94]. 

Previous studies show that self-healing in asphalt mixtures is possible if the 

temperature raises high enough to reduce the binder viscosity and thus allows 

the fusion of the binder around the cracks [95]. As a temperature sensitive 

material, the self-healing capacity of asphalt concrete can be enhanced by 

increasing the ability of wetting and diffusion of asphalt molecules through 

heating. [96] 

Healing in asphalt materials depends on the activation energy in asphalt 

binder, capillary flow through the cracks and self-diffusion of molecules across 

the crack interface, crack phases, material modifications and confinement. [97] 

Given certain energy, the temperature of asphalt will rise, the diffusion rate 

of asphalt molecular on the crack surface will be accelerated, and thus the self-

healing ability of asphalt concrete will be enhanced. [98] 

During this heating process, the temperature-dependent asphalt behaves 

as Newtonian flow to fill the cracks in the mixture. In the microscale, the crack 

healing process could be seen as a combination of the capillary flow induced by 

surface tension force, the gravity of liquid asphalt and the friction between 

aggregate particles and flowing asphalt. Once the binder flows into microcrack 

space, the molecular diffusion and rebinding process will take place to recover 

the adhesion strength [99]. 

It has been reported that asphalt self-healing is influenced by [100]: 

 Viscosity of asphalt (asphalt with low viscosity accelerates the self-healing 

process). 

 Chemical composition of asphalt (asphalts of different origins hahave 

different composition and healing properties). 

 The age of the road (asphalt roads tend to become stiffer with time and 

environmental exposition, difficulting the self-healing process). 

 The type of aggregates used (mixtures where aggregates have a strong 

affinity for bitumen present better self-healing properties). 
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 Density of aggregate packing (mixtures with less dense and higher asphalt 

content show better healing properties). 

It is necessary to heat the asphalt pavement for sufficient time to reach a 

certain healing level. Damage in asphalt material will not be fully healed if the 

heating time is short. Thus, there should be an optimal temperature for asphalt 

binder to heal the damage inside. However, it has not been found out the optimum 

healing temperatures for different asphalt binders. It is also not clear how long 

asphalt binder should be heated for healing purposes[101]. 

The design of self-healing asphalt mixtures has also become a thematic 

topic over the past decade. Several self-healing methods of asphalt mixtures 

were proposed and investigated in recent researches, including microcapsule 

(capsules are ruptured during crack propagation and rejuvenators are released 

to heal the crack), induction heating, microwave heating (as external interventions 

to initiate healing) and so on. [90] 

For this reason, perfect timing to make prompt maintenance such as 

periodic heating can prolong the service life of the road effectively. Some new 

methods such as induction heating and microwave heating have been applied 

successfully [102].  

6.2.1 Induction heating. 

Regarding asphalt pavement maintenance, induction technique has been 

approved as a very promising method to prolong the service life of asphalt 

pavements. [103] 

Electromagnetic induction heating of mixtures with additions that raise 

electric conductivity is the most frequently used technique. Most of these studies 

use inductive particles such as steel wool and graphite. [95] 

In recent investigations, steel wool and graphite additives were introduced 

to the mixtures, improving their conductivity and thus increasing their 

susceptibility to electromagnetic induction. [104] 

In induction heating, asphalt specimens with conductive fibres or fillers are 

placed under a coil. Because of the interaction between alternating electric and 

magnetic fields, current flow is induced through the conductive loops of the 
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materials and heat is generated by the Joule effect. Usually, the surface 

temperatures of the specimens are much higher than their internal temperatures. 

For this reason, the surface of the specimen is easily burned or overheated, 

whereas the inner part may still not reach its healing temperature. In addition, the 

aggregation of the conductive fibers is also a problem during the mixing process. 

[102] 

6.2.2 Microwave heating. 

Microwaves are electromagnetic waves with a frequency between 300 MHz 

and 300 GHz, corresponding to wavelengths from 1 mm to 1 m. For microwave 

heating purpose, two frequencies, reserved by the Federal Communications 

Commission for Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) s are commonly used. 

The two most commonly used frequencies are 0.915 GHz and 2.45 GHz. More 

in general ISM frequency bands are limited to 900 MHz, 2400 MHz and 5800 

MHz. Higher microwave frequencies (>2.45 GHz) usually result in non-uniform 

heating which is not desired in the healing process [105] 

Microwave heating has also been investigated in this field of aspahtl 

mixtures, and  is believed to have the potential to improve the adhesion between 

asphalt and aggregates. [90] 

The microwave heating is based on the transfer of the energy of the 

electromagnetic field through the excitation of the molecular dipoles in the 

irradiated material. The dipoles are alternately oriented according to the 

variations of the field itself, acquire kinetic energy and dissipate it in heat. When 

the dipoles are under an electromagnetic field, they act like microscopic magnets, 

attempting to align (polarise) themselves with the electrical field. Under the 

influence of this high frequency alternating electromagnetic field, the molecules 

oscillate around their axes. However, the motion of these molecules is limited by 

inertia and resisting forces (inter-particle and inter-molecular interaction and 

resistance), which restrict the motion of molecules and generate random motion 

and inter-molecular friction that produces heat. [105] 

 In conventional thermal processing the energy is transferred to the material 

by convection, conduction and radiation of heat from the surfaces of the material. 

On the contrary, microwave energy is delivered directly to materials through 
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molecular excitation. This difference can result in many potential advantages in 

using microwaves for processing of materials. Moreover, as microwaves can 

penetrate materials, heat can be generated throughout the volume of the 

material. The transfer of energy does not rely on diffusion of heat from the 

external surfaces and it is possible to achieve much more rapid and uniform 

heating, especially for relatively thick materials. [105] 

In specific laboratory tests, it has been determined that it is possible to raise 

the temperature of asphalt mixes to values near the softening point of the binder 

(at which the asphalt starts flowing) by microwaves with brief exposure times. [95] 

6.2.3 Advantages of using microwave radiation for the self-healing of asphalt mixtures 

Because of the advantages such as fast speed, excellent uniformity and 

energy saving, microwave heating has a wide range of applications in daily life 

as well as in chemistry, biology, medicine and other fields. [98] 

Several studies have been carried out for comparing the microwave heating 

and the conventional heating of materials, providing useful information for the 

application of this technology and demonstrating its significant advantages. The 

advantages of microwave heating can be summarized in the followings: [105] 

 no air emissions or liquid pollutants; 

 fast heating; 

 easier to control and isolation of risk conditions; 

 thermal gradients, energy lost, prolonged heat up periods are minimal, 

almost negligible; 

 strict control in the automatic implementation of heating processes; 

 penetrating capacity of microwave allows volumetric heating of samples; 

 direct action on polar bonds and entropy of the material to be heated. 

Furthermore, as the microwave heating is strongly influenced by the 

electromagnetic characteristics of the material, it allows specimens to be 

selectively heated, improving the efficiency of introducing energy into the 

system[105]. However, aggregates are nonmagnetic, and pure asphalt is almost 

unresponsive to microwave energy. So the heat-up of asphalt pavement primarily 

depends on aggregates to absorb the energy and transfer it to asphalt, leading 
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to very low efficiency of microwave heating in asphalt pavement. Obviously, that 

is the main reason why the asphalt industry has failed to widely promote heating 

technology for asphalt pavement maintenance. The microwave heating efficiency 

of asphalt pavement primarily depends on the electromagnetic property of the 

pavement composition. Much research concentrates on adding microwave 

absorbing materials to the pavement, such as anthracite coal, and carbon fibre. 

As an industrial waste, steel slag contains some metal oxides, especially 

transition metal such as ferric oxide. [102] 

The complexity of the electromagnetic field distribution and the relationship 

between the dielectric properties of materials and temperatures increase the 

difficulty of the research of microwave heating [106]. 

When the asphalt mixture is heated by microwave, and if the temperature 

distribution of the asphalt mixture is not uniform, the temperature of a partial area 

of the asphalt mixture could reach the softening temperature while other would 

not or, on the contrary, become coked; thus, its various performance indicators 

would decrease or get a heterogeneous distribution, such as viscoelasticity and 

penetration after the repair. Therefore, to improve the regeneration quality of the 

asphalt mixture, the overall heating of the asphalt mixture must be as uniform as 

as possible. [107] 

It is useful to remember in this respect that several researchers have studied 

the application of microwave energy to heating bituminous mixtures. Some of the 

most promising candidate applications are the in-place repair of cracked 

surfaces, removal of the damaged mixture during patching, the removal of ice 

from frozen roads and the replacement of fuel or gas as a source of energy in 

asphalt plants. However, all the researchers above coincided that there is limited 

capacity for heating bituminous mixtures by microwaves. It depends on the 

mineralogical characteristics of the aggregates among other factors. For 

example, basalt or limestone absorb more energy than silica when subjected to 

radiation with microwave energy[108]. 

It is also important to mention that some studies have concluded that the 

optimal steel wool content for microwave heating is around ten times less than 

that recommended for heating by electromagnetic induction, which in practice 
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could mean a substantial reduction in costs. Additionally, the amount of electricity 

used by microwave devices is much less than that required to produce a similar 

effect by electromagnetic induction. [104] 

6.2.4 Additives that improve heating. 

The low microwave absorbing properties of the asphalt mixture lead to low 

microwave heating efficiency, thereby affecting the promotion of the microwave 

heating technique. Relevant literature shows that the asphalt almost does not 

absorb microwave, but the aggregate can. Moreover, both weak polarity stone or 

aggregate and moisture in the pavement can improve the microwave absorption 

of asphalt mixture. Therefore, the microwave absorbing properties of the ordinary 

asphalt mixture are related to its metal compositions and moisture absorption. 

Doping the asphalt mixture with some microwave absorbing materials has been 

proved to be effective measures to improve the efficiency of microwave heating. 

[109] 

Previous researches indicated that heating could significantly improve the 

healing performance of bitumen and asphalt mixtures. But most thermal heating 

and healing treatments of asphalt mixtures mainly healed asphalt mixtures by 

heating the incorporated fibres and fillers. [90]. 

When ferrous materials are added to the mixtures, they can absorb the 

microwave radiation and accelerate the temperature  ramp. In this context, 

metallic fibres can be used to increase the heating rates of asphalt mixtures 

considering that they can absorb more thermal energy than the aggregates and 

asphalt binder. [110] 

Metallic fibres have been used to develop new flexible pavements with 

energetic and self-healing purposes via heating processes by microwave 

radiation. It is known that asphalt pavements have self-healing properties when 

they reach high temperatures during summer when the cracks in the road can be 

closed by themselves. This is due to the fact that the bitumen viscosity is 

dependent on the temperature, and consequently, when the bitumen reaches a 

temperature threshold (between 30 ºC and 70 ºC) it can flow by capillarity through 

the micro-cracks opened in the pavement. [110] 
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The concept of self-healing asphalt mixtures by increasing the bitumen 

temperature was used to create an asphalt mixture with a small content of steel 

wool fibres that could repair cracks. In these mixtures, steel wool fibres absorb 

and conduct more thermal energy than bitumen and aggregates, increasing the 

electrical conductivity of the mixtures. To artificially heat and heal this type of 

asphalt mixture, an external electromagnetic field, such as those applied by 

microwave devices, increases the metal fibre temperature; the heat is then 

transferred to the mixture, reducing the bitumen viscosity and repairing opened 

cracks. [111] 

Steel wool fibres are expected to affect the physical and mechanical 

properties of the asphalt pavements. However, it is not clear what is the optimum 

fibre content that can provide effective crack-healing without having a negative 

impact on other relevant mixture properties. [112] 

The carbon fibres have the ability to absorb the electromanetic waves when 

placed in the microwave field. The absorbed microwave can turn into heat in 

carbon fibres through double polarization, interface polarization and electrical 

conduction dissipation. After that, the heat is transferred to the asphalt and 

aggregates. [99] 

At the same time, steel slag, as a representative of industrial wastes, has 

brought significant problems to human population. Steel slag is produced during 

the oxidation of steel pellets in an electric arc furnace It makes up a portion of 15-

20% of iron output. Most of them are stockpiled in slag storing yards. The majority 

of them engrosses a mass of ground and gradually become an environmental 

problem. Some investigations indicated that steel slag shows excellent 

performance  with microwave heating, and it can also be used as a kind of 

aggregate in asphalt mixtures. [113] 

Electric arc furnace slag (EAFS) has suitable properties for use in 

construction materials and can be incorporated into asphalt mixtures. Slag can 

also be purchased for a similar price to that of other aggregates. In this sense, its 

use does not compromise the economic viability of the mixture even in large 

quantities. Regarding the general features of bituminous mixtures such as 

stability, water sensitivity, resilient modulus or fatigue life, these features are 
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relatively unaffected and in certain cases improved by the incorporation of EAFS. 

[108] 

6.3 MATERIALS  

The material that has been used for this part of the investigation consists of 

RAP, emulsion, premix water, cement and four percentages of steel slags 

(0%,2%,5%,10%) by weight of the RAP. 

Table 6.1 shows  the properties of the RAP and the recovery binder. It was 

chosen because its gradation meets the RE2 band, recommended from the PG4, 

as shown in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.1 RAP Properties 

 

Table 6.2 RE2 gradation band and adopted curve 

Size (mm) 20 12.5 8 4 2 0.5 0.25 0.063 

Adopted curve 100.0 75.0 63.0 44.0 27.0 10.2 6.6 2.7 

Minimum 80.0 62.0 49.0 31.0 19.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 

Maximum 100.0 89.0 77.0 58.0 42.0 20.0 10.0 3.0 

A cationic asphaltic emulsion for cold-recycling applications, with 60% of 

residual binder content, slow setting (B5), produced with rejuvenating agents 

(C60B5 REC REJUV) was used. 

The slag was “Artificially graded”, often used for granular layers. The density 

of the slag is 3,65 g/cm3, and it wassieved to achieve three fractions: 8-4 mm, 4-

2 mm and 2-0,5 mm. 

The original composition of the slag, before hydration to eliminate Ca0 and 

Mg0 and so the problems of expansiveness, is displayed in Table 6.3. It can be 

PROPRIETIES REGULATION VALUES 

Maximum density UNE-EN 12697-5 2,443 g/cm3 

% Bitumen UNE-EN 12697-1 4.89% 

Softening Point UNE-EN 1427 80.3ºC 

Penetration UNE-EN 1426 11x10-1mm 
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observed that 40% of the slag is iron oxide which explains the response to the 

microwaves. 

Table 6.3 Chemical composition of slag. 

Chemical Composition (%) 

Al2O3 8.81 

CaO 24.28 

Fe2O3 40.49 

MgO 3.02 

MnO 4.72 

SiO2 12.60 

P2O5 0.36 

Other substances 5.72 

6.4 METHODOLOGY 

6.4.1 Composition of the mixture 

To evaluate the effect of Slag on the self-healing proprieties, different 

percentages of Slags were added to the mixture: 0%, 2%, 5% and 10%. Due to 

the different specific density of RAP and Slags, the principle substitution is to 

replace the RAP by volume with the size fractions  of Slags. It was necessary a 

modification of the emulsion percentage because of the different absorption 

proprieties of the RAP (0,75 %,) and the Slag (3%,). With this in mind, the 

emulsion percentage for every mixture was calculated in order to produce the 

same percentage of effective bitumen emulsion. The mixtures compositions, for 

every percentage of Slags, are shown in Table 6.4 and the percentages are 

referred to the volume of the mixture. 
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Table 6.4 Composition of the mixture 

 Mixture  Slag 0% Slag 2 % Slag 5 % Slag 10% 

  Size (mm) % % % % 
RAP 20-12.5 25 25 25 25 
RAP 12.5-8 12 12 12 12 
RAP 8-4 19 18.4 17.5 16 
RAP 4-0 42 40.6 38.5 35 
Cement - 2 2 2 2 
Slag 8-4 - 0.6 1.5 3 
Slag 4-2 - 0.56 1.4 2.8 
Slag 2-0.5 - 0.84 2.1 4.2 
Bitumen - 4 4.1 4.2 4.5 

Total weight (g) - 1004 1014 1029 1054 

6.4.2 Production of asphalt specimens 

The materials were mixed in a laboratory mixer with planetary movement. 

The RAP and Slags were added into the bowl and mixed for 1 minute with 30 g 

of water; then the emulsion was added and mixed for 1 minute; finally, the cement 

was included and mixed for 1 minute and 30 seconds.  

The second phase consisted   of the compaction of the specimens, applying 

100 gyrations using the Gyratory Compactor with mold of 100 mm diameter, as 

shown in Fig 6.1.  

 

Fig. 6.1 The mold and the specimen 
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Once the specimens have been compacted, the curing process was 

applied. Considering that the mixtures contained cement, it was necessary to 

keep the humidity for the curing process over the first days. For this reason, the 

specimens were covered with a peripheric plastic film. The upper part was kept 

uncovered to simulate the real conditions in situ. The samples were kept covered 

for 7 days, and later were put in a hoven at 50° for 3 days. 

6.4.3 Microwave heating 

The effect of microwave heating on the mixtures with different percentage 

of Slag was analyzed by using a Thermographic Camera, that produces 140x140 

pixels images. The samples were cut in two pieces to analyse both the external 

and internal temperature, as shown in Fig 6.2. The temperature was measured 

after 4 heating times: 30 s, 60 s, 90 s and 120 s for the samples with 2%, 5% and 

10% of slags. In the case of mixtures without slags, which needs more time to 

reach high temperatures, the heating times were 60 s, 120 s, 180 s, 240 s. During 

the heating process, the two halves of the samples were kept together inside the 

microwave oven. After every period of heating, they were separated and the 

pictures of the internal rectangular sections of the two halves were quickly taken 

with the thermographic camera to evaluate the internal temperature of thesample. 

The images were analyzed through a Thermographic analysis software that 

permits to obtain the average temperature of a selected area, as shown in Fig 

6.3.  

 

Fig. 6.2 The specimens for the temperature analysis 
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Fig. 6.3 Thermographic camera image 

6.4.4 Self-Healing measurements 

To assess the self-healing proprieties of the mixtures, the cylindrical 

specimens were subjected to the Indirect tensile strength test at 15 °C. During 

the test, the sample is loaded diametrically. The loading causes a tensile 

deformation perpendicular to the loading direction, which yields a tensile failure, 

and the resistance (peak load) was registered (R0). Once cracks were created, 

the samples were heated during different times by microwave heating, and then 

were recompacted applying different numbers of gyrations. Finally, the indirect 

tensile strength test was conducted again by applying the load in the same 

direction of the first breakage, and the final resistance was registered (Rf). The 

Healing Ratio (eq. 1) is defined as the relationship between the Initial resistance 

(R0) and the Final resistance (Rf) after heating and re-compaction: 

𝐻𝑅 =
𝑅𝑓

𝑅0
              (1) 
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6.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.5.1 Temperature analysis 

The temperature analysis was performed using the thermographic camera. 

For each reference temperature three images were taken of the external part of 

the specimen and three images of the internal part. The result of the internal and 

external temperatures was the average of the three temperatures obtained in the 

images taken in each case. Internal and external temperatures were considered 

separately to be able to determine the differences of the heating, both internal 

and superficial of the samples. The results are reported in fig. 6.4 and 6.5. 

 
Fig. 6.4 Internal temperature analysis 

 

Fig. 6.5 External temperature analysis 
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The graphics show the relation between the temperature and the heating 

time. It was used the linear regression to produce the prediction models, both for 

the internal and external temperature. The high coefficients of determinations (R2) 

ensure the goodness of fit of the models. The study of the internal and external 

temperature shows that by adding a certain percentage of slag, the temperature 

sensibility increase, and the mixture needs less time to reach a specific 

temperature.  

Comparing the graphics of the internal and external temperature, for the 

external temperature the difference between the lines of the different percentage 

of slag is not very considerable, and the temperatures reached for a referred 

heating time is lower than the internal temperature. This fact is probably due to 

the heat loss through the external surface of the sample. In the graphics of the 

internal temperature is more appreciable the effect of adding different 

percentages of slag in the mixture, and the models obtained from this study have 

been used for the Healing Ratio analysis: it was decided to study the effect of the 

slag for different temperatures, 25°, 50°and 80°, and the equations of the internal 

temperature models was used to obtain the necessary heating time to reach the 

referred temperatures: 

 0% Slag:   𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(°𝐶) = 0,29𝑡 + 25,38 

 2% Slag:   𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(°𝐶) = 0,45𝑡 + 20,13 

 5% Slag:   𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(°𝐶) = 0,45𝑡 + 26,23 

 10% Slag: 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(°𝐶) = 0,49𝑡 + 26,25 

Where t stands for the heating time (seconds) 

6.5.2 Effect of Slag on the Healing Ratio (HR) 

For every combination of Slag percentage (0%,2%, 5%, 10%), number of 

re-compaction gyrations (0, 25, 50), and temperature (25°, 50°, 80°) three 

specimens were produced to obtain a statistically significant population, and the 

values of HR represent the average of the three specimens. A total of 81 samples 

were  prepared for the research. 
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For every percentage of slag in the mixture, it is possible to evaluate the 

effect of the temperature and the re-compaction by analyzing the Healing Ratio 

(HR). Fig 6.6 to 6.8 show the importance of the temperature in the self-healing 

process: for every percentage of slag, if the re-compaction of the specimens was 

produced without previous heating, the self-healing properties of the mixture 

doesn’t improve. By microwave heating the mixture, the slope of the lines, and 

so the effect of the re-compaction is more pronounced.  

 

Fig. 6.6 The effect of the temperature (without slags) 

 

Fig. 6.7 The effect of the temperature (5% slags) 
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Fig. 6.8 The effect of the temperature (10% slags). 

The role played by the re-compaction energy on the self-healing is shown 

in Fig 6.9 to 6.11: the only heating of the specimens does not produce any 

benefits on the HR, while the application of an adequate number of gyrations in 

the compactor can improve the self-healing proprieties. 

 

Fig. 6.9 The effect of re-compaction (without slags) 
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Fig. 6.10 The effect of re-compaction (5% slags) 

 

Fig. 6.11 The effect of re-compaction (10% slags) 

As we discussed, both the temperature and the re-compaction play an 

essential role in the self-healing proprieties of the mixture. With the aim of 

optimising the process, it is convenient to use the histograms that permits to 

compare the HR with different amount of slag, at different temperature and 

number of gyrations.  

Fig 6.12 to 6.14 show the influence of re-compaction with three different 

dosages of slags comparing each other in a fixed temperature. It can be seen 

that for all the cases the re-compaction increased the HR, being more 

pronounced the increase at a higher temperature 
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Fig. 6.12 Healing Ratio analysis. Influence of recompaction at 25°C 

 

 

Fig. 6.13 Healing Ratio analysis. Influence of recompaction at 50°C 
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Fig. 6.14 Healing Ratio analysis. Influence of recompaction at 80°C 

Fig 6.15 to 6.17 show the influence of temperature with three different 

dosage of slags comparing each other in an energy of re-compaction fixed. For 

all cases, the HR increases with increasing temperature and is greater when 

more energy of compaction is applied. Therefore, it is verified that both increasing 

the temperature and increasing the number of gyrations increase the HR. 

 

Fig. 6.15 Healing Ratio analysis. Influence of temperature at 0 gyrations 
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Fig. 6.16 Healing Ratio analysis. Influence of temperature at 25 gyrations 

 

Fig. 6.17 Healing Ratio analysis. Influence of temperature at 50 gyrations 

As we saw, the only heating or re-compaction doesn’t produce significant 

effect on the HR, while their combination can bring benefits to the mixture. The 

most interesting result is that for every combination the trend seems to be always 

the same: the mixture with the highest self-healing proprieties is the one with 5 

% of Slag, followed by the one without Slag. All the specimens with 10 % of Slag 
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and at any combination of heating and compaction have worse self-healing 

proprieties than those of the 5% slag. This fact could be due to the heating time: 

the heating process of the specimens with 10% of Slag is very fast, and the 

internal pressure by the gases generated in the mixtures during heating can 

produce a loose of coherence, and consequently, low self-healing proprieties. 

The highest HR has been reached through the application of 50 gyrations 

at 80°C (HR= 3,65), as can be expected. However, it can be noticed that the 

Healing Ratio reached by the specimens with 25 gyrations at 80°C is not very 

different. This fact shows as the temperature plays a more important role in the 

self-healing process, and that a low re-compaction (25 gyrations) is sufficient to 

produce high Healing Ratio.  

6.6 PARTIAL CONCLUSIONS  

The influence of temperature and re-compaction in the self-healing of cold 

bituminous mixtures with emulsion and RAP has been analyzed. To promote 

microwave heating of the asphalt mixture, slag has been used in various 

percentages. The conclusions obtained from this study are as follows. 

 The increase in slag percentage accelerates the heating of the mixture. 

 Both the heating and the re-compaction separately do not produce an 

important increase in the RH, but a combination of both is necessary 

to obtain higher RH ratios. 

 The increase in temperature as well as the increase in re-compaction 

energy increases the HR. 

 A high percentage of slag can produce a reduction of the HR for a given 

heating temperature and a re-compaction energy, because possibly 

the heating is too fast and produces gases inside the mixture that 

cannot be dissipated fast enough, reducing the final resistance. For this 

reason, an optimal content of slags optimises the HR ratio. 
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This thesis has set a series of objectives at the beginning that has led us to 

develop an extensive research work and laboratory experimentation. Throughout 

the development of this thesis, it has been possible to obtain results that 

contribute to the improvement of the technique of cold recycling with emulsion, 

which seems to be a promising technique. The need to develop an alternative 

with fewer environmental impacts that offered technical advantages for the 

rehabilitation of damaged pavements was established. Initially, it was possible to 

confirm the lack of consensus in the research of this type of technologies, from 

both the point of view of mix design standardisation of procedures. After this 

investigation, the following conclusions can be stated: 
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7.1 COMPONENTS OF THE MIXTURE. 

During the laboratory work, it has been possible to test the components of 

the cold recycled mixture. The main findings are mentioned below. 

 The RAP is a valuable material with remarkable recycling potential since it has 

been proved that the material obtained from the milling of pavements in poor 

condition can show a suitable granulometry.  This circumstance allows us to 

use the RAP as a basis for the granulometry of a recycledmixture, without the 

need of adding virgin aggregates for the recomposition of the granulometric 

curve. The above reasons opens the possibility of recycling in situ without the 

need for new material, i.e. with 100% RAP as aggregate of the mixture. In this 

way, the use of non-renewable material whose exploitation contaminates and 

affects the environment is significantly prevented. Additionally, contamination 

due to material transport and as well as the costs associated with the 

exploitation of quarries and their transfer to the field are reduced because of 

the use of the RAP. 

 The emulsion showed a great influence on the workability, as it contributes to 

facilitate the compaction, increasing the density of the material and 

significantly reducing the air void content in the mixture. It also provides the 

mixture with cohesion, increasing some mechanical parameters (ITS, water 

sensitivity, stiffness modulus and fatigue). However, with the increase of 

emulsion content comes a pronounced increase in plastic deformations, which 

is a serious problem, since it can generate unacceptable service conditions. 

 The cement showed to be an additive that improves all the mechanical 

properties of the studied material (ITS, water sensitivity, permanent 

deformations, stiffness modulus and fatigue,) when it is in the ranges studied 

(0 to 3%). Likewise, it has been possible to verify that it counteracts the 

negative effect of the excess of emulsion, reducing the permanent 

deformations in the Wheel tracking test. Since the study has been carried out 

with different emulsions and the same positive influence has been displayed 

by the cement, it can be concluded that cement generally improves the 

properties of the mixture. 
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 The premix water is essential to improve the workability of the material 

because it facilitates the coating of the RAP by the emulsion and the 

compaction of the mixture, thus improving its properties. The premix water 

allows the movement of the aggregate particles, since it acts as a lubricant. 

However, an excess of water results in worse performance, because it hinders 

compaction and therefore produces high air void contents, which result in poor 

mechanical performance. 

7.2 LABORATORY PROCEDURES 

To work with these recycled mixtures in the laboratory it was necessary to 

design a systematic methodology based on the experiences found in the literature 

review. The determination of the compaction procedure as well as the 

determination of the optimum moisture content were the first topics studied. The 

curing of the specimens, the mechanical and volumetric tests, etc. have also been 

established. For the study of the optimal compaction moisture two methods, 

modified proctor and gyratory compaction, which are usually used to design cold 

mixtures with emulsion, were performed. Although the use of dry density is the 

most used parameter to characterise soil compaction, in the case of mixtures with 

increasing contents of binder the air voids content, calculated with the bulk and 

the maximum dry densities, is the parameter that best represents the real degree 

of compaction. The results and recommendations regarding these issues are 

presented below. 

 The content of emulsion improves in all cases the compactability, since by 

increasing its content lower values for the air voids  are obtained. 

 Both methods can be useful to determine the optimal moisture since coherent 

results are obtained. 

  In the case of the gyratory compactor, the values obtained for the air voids 

content are close to those that can be obtained in the field allowing us to 

forecast in the laboratory the field compaction results.  

 However, even though the air void content values obtained with the modified 

proctor were higher than those obtained in the field, the proctor test cannot 

be discarded as a valid method to determine the optimum moisture content.  
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 The optimum values that were obtained for the premix water in mixture are 

practically the same with both compaction methods (3%) and also showed a 

point of inflection due to excess of water. Hence, it can be said that the 

modified proctor test can be used to find the moisture content based only on 

the trend of the air void content and not on the absolute values obtained. The 

use of the gyratory compactor is recommended for a more realistic study. 

 Regarding the energy of compaction, it was decided to establish a target for 

the air void content in the range of 10-15% as reported in the bibliography for 

field projects with this type of material. For the production of samples of 60-

63 mm height, the level of energy compaction was 100 gyrations. In the case 

of specimens for the Wheel tracking test, the compaction was carried out with 

circular segment compactor, with height control of the specimen, so that the 

air void was similar to that of the cylindrical samples.  

 For the curing process, it was established for the 100 mm diameter 

specimens a curing period 7 days at room temperature, covered by a 

perimeter plastic film that reduces evaporation and maintains the water 

required by the cement to get hydrated.  The specimens were then cured at 

50ºC for 3 days in an oven until constant weight. In the case of the Wheel 

tracking specimens, periods of 7 days at room temperature and 7 days in the 

oven at 50ºC is necessary, otherwise the evaporation of the residual water 

until constant weight of the specimens is not achieved because of the bigger 

size of this type of specimens. 

7.3 DESIGN METHODOLOGY PROPOSED. 

The present research has developed a design methodology with the aim of 

simplifying the choice of the best mixture formula. The idea is to obtain a Global 

Performance Index (GPI) that allows us to systematically evaluate each mixture. 

For this purpose, the following properties have been chosen: Air void content, 

indirect tensile stress (ITS), water sensitivity (ITSR), wheel tracking, stiffness 

modulus and fatigue life.  For each property performance graphs have been 

developed. From the results obtained in the laboratory, each property has been 

analyzed to obtain the reasoned performance index. Once the definition of all the 

indexes was stated, the evaluation of each mixture was carried out through the 
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Global Performance Index (GPI). The obtained results were graphically 

represented, which led us to the following conclusions. 

 The proposed indexes are sensitive to changes, so the GPI really varies 

depending on the job mix formula analyzed.  

 The method considers multiple parameters of the mixture that are simplified 

with the methodology in a single value (GPI) which guarantees that the choice 

of a mixture is based on technical, quantitative and objective criteria. 

 The Global Performance Index can be used not only to compare variations 

of a job mix formula, but also to compare the results of several gradations, 

emulsions, etc. 

7.4 SELF HEALING POTENTIAL 

For the study of self-healing, microwave heating has been used combined 

with the re-compaction of the specimens. The influence of temperature and re-

compaction in the self-healing of cold bituminous mixtures with emulsion and 

RAP has been analyzed. To promote microwave heating, steel slag has been 

added in various percentages. The conclusions obtained from this study are as 

follows. 

 The increase in slag percentage accelerates the heating of the mixture. 

 Both the heating and the re-compaction, separately do not produce an 

increase in the healing rate (HR), but a combination of both is necessary to 

obtain better HR results. 

 The increase in temperature, as well as the increase in re-compaction 

energy, increases the HR. 

 A high percentage of slag can produce a reduction of the HR for a given  

heating temperature and compaction energy, because possibly the heating 

is too fast, producing gases inside the mixture that cannot be dissipated fast 

enough, reducing the final resistance. For this reason, for fixed microwave 

radiation, an optimal content of slags optimizes the HR. 
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7.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Road rehabilitation is a field of opportunity for the development of new 

technologies that allow work to be carried out with fewer environmental impacts. 

In addition to this, it is of primary importance to ensure that the life cycles of the 

asphalt mixes are prolonged. That is why the effort to improve the service 

properties of cold recycled mixtures with emulsion becomes more important. 

Similarly, the development of methodologies for self-healing is a new field that 

would be developed with greater force in the next future, because of the benefits 

of preventive maintenance. 

This thesis has developed a methodology that seems promising for the 

optimization of this type of mixtures. In particular, it has been used to compare 

various mix formulasfor its design, but in the same way, it can be implemented 

for the comparison of mixtures of this type with materials of different origins. This 

is due to the fact that the evaluation parameters chosen are established to assess 

any mixture of this nature, providing a methodology that improves the 

optimization of cold recycled mixtures with emulsion. This technique can be used 

progressively and in this way contribute to improve road pavements in a more 

efficient way when carried out in situ, with less environmental impact. 

As future research lines related to the subject of the thesis, the following ones 

seem to be essential for the development of cold recycling technology 

 Optimization of the design method in order to determine if some of the 

parameters studied (Air void content, water sensitivity, stiffness modulus, 

wheel tracking and fatigue) are redundant. 

 The investigation of the behaviour of in service mixtures designed with the 

proposed methodology would be relevant since it would allow feedback to the 

design process in the laboratory.  

 Similarly, it is interesting to study other self-healing methodologies for cold 

recycled mixtures, not only from the point of view of self-healing with heating, 

but also explore other alternatives, such as additives or surface treatments. 
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